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  SolutionPeace.com    

 Is Global Total World Peace


Send this to International Presidents, Top CEO Leaders + Press. Join our Crusader master educator 
teams with your other networked groups now, no delay as trillions of real $$ at stake.

All RIGHTS granted to mankind to REPOST and send to ALL top LEADERS, PRESS, and humanity.

Nothing contained here is copyrighted by anyone else. ALL original broadcasts by BuiltBykeith.com


  On JAN 20, 2020 We the PEOPLE own everything 

TOTAL PEACE is achieved once Mass Press Conferences by World Leaders 

occur announcing the following: 
  CLICK: https://youtu.be/kJLgBm7G6Wk to teach mankind 
HOW to create all free Communal Villages worldwide. 

   
  'We are the very first free nation to eliminate All Corruption + 
Crime and restore total Democracy to WE the PEOPLE' 

### WORLD PRESS RELEASE Statement. BuiltByKeith.com 

2020-01-26 © (tm) IP rights granted for all to USE by taking ACTION.

    "We announce we have the worlds last system of economic redistribution of crime wealth back to 
our people and simple systems to migrate millions then billions of our people to new areas of remote 
undeveloped natural resource rich communities that are now self sufficient free water, energy, 
education, travel, and all digital electric sustainable marketplaces. SHARING RESOURCES is the 
end result of UNIocracy.org published by world famous BuiltByKeith.com who has been threatened 
by Murder for hire Conspiracies lead initially by Robert Dee ROSE that indicts fired AG Sally Q Yates 
of KSLaw.com and GBI Director Berry Vic Reynolds of Atlanta GA who all personally knew Keith and 
his anti crime comprehensive methodologies before ROSE ordered his murder by named USA 
officials seen on TheFinalTerrorist.com  The final result is our new most prolific and simple law 
enforcement system so all our new world citizens now knows WHO is WHO, WHO owns What, Who 
Trades What with WHO tracked by GPS When and Where. PROFITShareHolders.SPACE is how to 
achieve total world peace by returning all pirated assets back to our 7.777 Billion people. This is the 
required redistribution of massive wealth back to the third world nations and our most impoverished 
mountain communities In USA. This includes the Appalachians poverty communities right next to 
Washington D.C, and Richmond Virginia. Manila Philippines is the most densely populated city on 
Earth of the few HAVEs, the rest are impoverished HAVE-NOTS, just like the rest of our world cities 
who are controlled by those known as THE ELITE. The cause of all poverty and wars are the few 
most corrupt corporate executives who are the top Bankers, Stock Market Executives, and 
Computer System executives who own our database Cloud farms. Sad reality is that 45% of the 
worlds wealth is controlled by just 5% of our world population in USA.  We now embark on the most 
fantastic positive journey to identify who violates laws at the top level of our corporate hierarch of 
bankers and stock market real estate markets. Those who violate our laws have names and 
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evidence recorded in the secret general ledger books that are the base evidence of all crime 
transactions resulting in massive money laundering and hiding of our peoples profits.  

   We hereby announce the END of all poverty caused by Corruption starting at Corporate executive 
level, crime enterprises, and extending into our very own Government agencies. This includes rogue 
criminals inside Military and even Interpol who prevent KEITH from debriefing our top world leaders.

     Most of these world saving solutions are produced by unknown AUTHOR top world Scientist 
BuiltBYKEITH.com DUNCAN and a few of his top supporters who feed him with basic survival funds 
and information on WHY the HUMAN CONDITION is self-genocide of HUMANITY.  He is the worlds 
first unknown trillionaire in Intellectual property that he has 100% gifted back to humanity.  Most 
incredible true fact is that no one really knows how to hold wealthy criminals accountable since they 
use their victims assets to buy off key witnesses and extort threaten our Judges as well as paying off 
lawyers who are often professional liars.  We ask for your immediate help to distribute this one Press 
Release World Announcement Summit details to everyone to bring about total World Global Peace.

   Now our people own and control all aspects of education, marketplaces, stock market, banks, real 
estate, agri-farms, community centers, parks, roads, transportation systems (electric IOT everything). 

  We require and request NO ONE riot or hold mass protest rallies as that just allows terrorists 
and even political criminals to profit by advertising profits of news coverage that puts more 
cash into Elite pockets. We have already stabilized all stock markets with the same system of 
ProfitShareHolders.SPACE as the absolute first step to achieve total world global peace. This one 
ByPass By-Law set is the new standard for all public and even private corporations. No longer can 
limited liability companies or shell/shelf Racketeering criminal enterprises control our banks, stock 
markets, real estate, and commerce trading markets by leveraging our peoples assets to enrich 
themselves as dominating executives who rule like Egyptian Pharaohs.  

    For our people have been enslaved to think Nothing can ever change without an Act of Congress 
issued by one ruling elite controlling party. This is the New World Order system that everyone fears. 
It is the true reality of the crime networks between very wealthy executives and key politicians and 
judicial officials of the court system at all levels.  
   All world Presidents are required to meet on Jan 20, 2020 along with our top world CEO’s by 
remote conference call(s) broadcast to public over all Intl News networks and live streamed to 
world. This remains the most critical turning point in world history as no one can deny that 
evote.one found at SolutionPeace.com eliminates all corrupt persons in record time.  All economic 
news indicators show massive RIOTS and mankind upheaval will result in more terrorist attacks 
against our basic human rights and more one way transfer of mega trillions of real $$$ wealth to the 
few ELITES who truly want to de-populate Earth on pretense of Martial Law, cut off all 
communications/press/phones, shut down all trade, freeze banks, prevent travel, and spread false 
red flag news that we are under attack by a few criminal groups. 

  These are the reality shown on national news almost every day. BAD news SELLS products and 
services back to those who own the mass media and marketing service corporations. Another 
massive way to drain the profits of our people to the ELITE that few can see because of their 
uneducated status.  Keith has provided the diagrams for +11 years demonstrating the true cause 
and effect of the HUMAN CONDITION of Free Will Greed.  If anyone has objections to our methods, 
they are required to submit better=best solutions to refine and perfect the most amazingly true and 
beneficial solutions ever published to redeem and ratify our very own new world society system.

     Each of the economic remodel systems are the ONLY solution sets to achieve total world peace 
by returning all control and ownership back to the workers. Holding all top Corporate executives 
accountable as well as the few ruling majority party members is the ONLY answer to prevent mass 
self-genocide and further Crimes against Humanity. All of our ultimate ministries are driven by our 
benefactors and Keith Duncan. He and thousands of others have experienced the worst crimes of 
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torture and human right violations based on one super criminal family Robert Dee Rose of 
OneOceanBahamas.com  Billions of our people suffer the same acts of infamy by the few elite.

	 The answers are clearly generated by common sense use of data modeling architecture that 
our R&D scientists have perfected some 35 years ago. Few see that the artificial intelligence of data 
mining is the numerical analysis prime method to restore our mutual Creators wealth back to WE the 
People.  Even ChristDomain.com eliminates the religious zealots who profit by false advertising. 

   Our young adults and other honest citizens now travel freely with single Intl ID system of IID shown 
on FOIA.ONE (freedom of Information Action Open Public Database). Our entire world now 
bypasses and replaces all forms of corruption at one time as the social equality method of 
SolutionPeace.com is the new world UNIocracy.ORG system of humanity controlling and owning 
all of our Mutual Creator’s resources.  All World events affect each person as our GOd’s world is all 
interconnected by the human condition of life.

   Those who violate laws are the corrupt individuals we now collectively hold accountable to 
surrender all evidence and publicly list their victims. Otherwise, they are manhunted down by our 
new judicial system monitored by the public using FOIA open reporting databases of true record.   
Who are those concerned about the needs of others.  Who sees the true reality of our world and 
reach out to help those impoverished by acts of the Elite?  

      Most world theology including the Christian passage of Acts 4:32 is about all believers sharing 
their possessions with each other. This is WorldSchoolFund and SolutionHousing systems of peace 
as we educate ourselves how to uphold laws and to eliminate all the regulations, mandates, laws 
that only profit the ruling elite. Our new Foreign Exchange Student program migrates millions of 
students and young scientists to share technology and resources to every single nation on earth. 
This alone prevents all financial wars as no stupid political would declare war on a nation when their 
very own family members reside as free will travel citizens of UNIocracy.org. 
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redistribution of wealth is from two prime sources, convicted criminals and the elite who are forced 
to show their accounting records and wealth. The second direct source is from millions of wealthy 
families who migrate to higher elevations and provide 20 to 30% of value of their construction costs 
of new homes and small businesses to direct fund the building of required roads, all digital 
communication systems, energy, water, schools, medical, and other infrastructure of community 
centers, churches, parks, green space, transportation systems. All infrastructure is now owned and 
controlled by each local self-sustained community of free will citizens UNIocracy.org.

    Those who violate laws are now quickly put on trial by We the PEOPLE open public voting system 
using the simple methodology created and published by world famous Author Keith Brent Duncan 
from Atlanta GA USA. He alone was forced into JAIL for 5 times for 900 days because everyone 
refused to show he was robbed and kidnapped by orders of super criminal Robert Dee Rose.


#### END of ORIGINAL PRESS CONFERENCE Script to be distributed worldwide.


### 2020-01-26 Sunday. Back at LifeGiver.ph church Gateway Mall Arneta City, Manila, Philippines 
with Bishop Manny Santigio and Paul. I MX part shop wise 11:01, share JoyDrive 
TurnOffLights.space with car dealer and arrive 11:22am Cinema 3. Pastors 24yold Daughter opens 
up, Mother speaks at 1:45am on events.  I sent MORE most critical formal requests to USA again 
and again just last night, focusing on Sally Q Yates / Berry Vic Reynolds direct ties to Robert Dee 
ROSE by their very own signatures and false testimony.    ProjectSolomon.com JCLCI Church 
Bilding project is 80% funded and partially built as described on ChristDomain just last Sunday. 
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They can not occupy until funds finish and furnish. I remain shocked that primary construction is 
hollow block walls and NOT poured concrete that is resistant best to God allowed Earthquakes and 
volcanos erupting workdwide because of GOD’s wrath. A few antichrists profit in trillions by day 
trading on stock market as any data analysis shows WHO are the true terrorists by heir wealth they 
display on all those youtube videos of I HAVE IT ALL, you have nothing.

	 Everything in My FatherGOD’s world is URL you are love linked related. Relational Integrity 
standardized normalized database is the Tree of Life and Wisdom. I lost my last 50P glasses in bag 
hold Matthew bought for me Jan 29, 2014 when he dumped me in a $35USD/night hotel in Atlanta 
and ran off to party with his friends.  Video on Babaylon King and Daniel  “Mene, Mene, Tekel, 
Upharsin.”.  Daniel interprets the signs of OOD and tells the truth outright. Same as myself, most 
humble saint apostle tech sage visionary keith brent duncan. 

	 Daniel 5: 25-28  Belshazza, Son of Nebuhadnear,  2-3 ‘Whie Belshazzar drinking wine, gave 
orders to use gold silver goblets from Jerusalem temple so they could drink from them. Temple of 
King Solomon possessions. Sin of Sacrilege. The theft of worlds last open public direct democracy 
system from my computers and all those backups and direct emails to thousands of persons PRIOR 
to anti Christ ROSE was sin of sacrilege also. For they are always based on fulfillment of scripture of 
all theologies that shows the true Human Condition.  The writing on the wall was divine. Was it a 
hologram, projection or activation of chemicals placed preiousu on the wall No one can tell since it 
occurred some 2400 years ago. Now we have open circuit TV to monitor all occurrences of humanity 
and hold eh person accountable for being honest with common sense inegrity. 

	 Verse 7”.. Correct interpreter will be clothed in purple and gold chain around his next and will 
be made 3rd higher ruler in the kingdom. “  He I am am brokering 700 metric tons of Gods Gold from 
SULU with Princess Karen from 8 months ago, and no one cares about anything I have done on the 
most positive remarkable pilgrimage of all time extending from lowest level street ministry to top 
press conference debrief with all world presidents and executives.  Clearly few have nay confidence 
to overcome such esteem persecution.

	 Daniel calle dcim Belteshazzar (belt)  verse 12 “keen mind, knowledge, understanding, ability to 
interpret dreams, explain riddles and ...”  Mine.. Uphariin, means ‘GOD has # our days and brought it 
to an end. Tekel, Weighed on justice scales and found wanting.  Peres Your kingdom is divided and 
given to the Meds and Persians”.  Global Crisis.I start vRec1 12:09.  I sit front row center seat 16. 

	 Age 16-18 I drove school bus for.2 years Life boy Scout, High Point NC, USA 1821 Eastchester 
Drive.  Bishop speaks on todays interpretation that or business will prosper and not be closed, you 
will prosper, your business and family will not be divided, will remain intact.   Atty Jay Sekulow is 
Trumps attorney the SAME man I called and spoke with almost 5 years ago on SAME most critical 
formal request to show same anti crime system that is historical legacy in true origin.


Galatins 1:11-12 and 1 Timothy  2:5-6. States one GOD and one Mediator who is Christ Jesus. I 
have been searching for same apostle saints for now 11.11 years and have found few who actually 
speak GOD’s truth. Includes Apollo Quiboloy, Jimmy Swaggard, Joel Olestein, maybe even Benny 
Hin. Maybe Franklin Graham who I saw captain piloting (jet or turboprop) heading to Washington to 
defend the rights of children rally. I was in Washington D.C, April-May 2014 on exact same GOD’s 
purpose mission.

	 bishop speaks on excellence comes when you know how to read the bible. K answers: Read in 
total context. Read BEORE and AFTER to determine the situation, issue, and solved problem. A. 
Theopneustos at 12:22pm. The breath GOD = inspiration. I dropped Gloria off at her centers ton 
living church 10:30am.  He brings up a fan next to his iPad. I have my iPad open Bible and on my 
Macbook now.  I carry the most impressive broadcast study IseeStand PhoneCradle existing 
technology for now +12 years as electronic napkin conceived back in 2008. Known as the Universal 
Stabilizer it is integral vision of each persons to hold each other fully accountable. 
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 B. Pheromenio.  2 Peter 1:20.  He shows sailing yacht killed over with a spinnaker in front. One of 
my favorite sports from year 1969 forward.  This word means ‘Carried Along”.  States that meaning 
of scripture is not by the prophets own interpretation, but of clear understanding of Gods original 
purpose.

	 Daniel 5:25-28  K: I watched youtube Promesthsis sci fi movie last night on the origin of human 
life. WHO created humans and WHY. This I have explained in extreme detail.  Even Fanlan Graham 
expressed dismay that GOD had not returned to personally save humanity from it's own free will 
predatory greed.

	 K: I have 150P in my wallet, no globe load last 2 weeks, no WeTalk connect funds past 3 
months because of ONE anti Christ ROSE and other who are so arrogant they must be put in prison 
now, not tomorrow. 

	 Mathew 7:24 about putting common sense into practice is like a wise man who built his house 
on the rock.  I engineer designed Newion2 IFJC2 back in 2009 era to construct 3rd temple of 
Solomon on top of Stone Mountain GA USA next to my SMRCF.com teenmoneymachine training 
center airport.   Pint 4: Word of God will excellently preserve you and Promote you .. “  A quick look 
at top world rulers are now Trump and Pelesio of Congress. Only they decide fate of USA and world, 
and few understand the consequences of consolidated power of the elite. The more they fight, they 
more assets they accumulate. Backstabbing is a polite accurate description of how most world 
leaders dominate by intimidation and lawsuits and Press manipulation. The press are at fault for 
spreading spin overage of What Bleeds , always Leads.  Profits from sales revenue goes to the top 
HAVES, never to the HAVE NOTS, my most besieged forsaken, enslaved traded human trafficked 
persons. 

	 Daniel 5:30-31. Belshazzar king of Babylon’s was slain.   Wo will slay the reptilian elite who are 
the most ruthless terrorists in world history They sit on board of Directors, run the bank loan books, 
and decide the fate of nations all to be the criminal ruling elite.  

	 12:39pm. Each person should be gthe walking bible of our current genetion. This is 
WorldSchoolfund.  Servants of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work. I went to 
Batangas last Monday all afternoon to video record the refugees on #1102 series youtube 
BuiltByKeith. Full auditorium. I am only person with P on my lap. John 3:16 is bak ground of photo. 
‘hgae his only son”. The governments of world have been on my shoulders for now decades for 
each and every reason stated this entire time. Manny Santiago finishes at 12:45. 

	 I published again. Hopefully for the VERY LAST TIME after being tortured so severely by 
NAMED USA GOV officials, all in direct tie cabal league with Worst criminal of all Robert Dee ROSE>


### keith


### 2020-01-24 Friday. I have been so so busy same as rest of my life today we are back at famous 
St John Baptist de la Salle at Taft Aft with Dual and Glo. Famous Jan 20, 2020 I was in refugee hall 
with President Duterte as I asked for 3 months ago. Invited by Marisa Cordero one of our strongest 
supports fully informed of the current condition of the Human situation of Crimes against Humanity 
and self genocide I see absolutely every day. 


This from WorldSchoolFUnd.com at client3635.wixsite.com/WOrldSF 

(listed as) July 27, 2018. I am GONE for 2 weeks on final world mission UNIocracy.ORG.  DUTERTE on TV-
RADIO today describing exactly what UNIocracy.ORG does. UNIFICATION. My own BROTHER DOUG 
DUNCAN is a criminal (most would use word terrorist) for what HE did to me Feb 2012 RIGHT before I was 
to be DUMPED on street then.  Norfolk VA4:11cr112 signed by AG Sally Yates (criminal) started NEXT 
kidnapping conspiracies by Atlanta GA JUDGE who decided based on my own SON KYLE + DOUG to kidnap 
me AGAIN for 2 years based on fact my HOME was ROBBED and I already REPORTED and COMMANDED 
USA GOV arrest ROSE and Ms. BASHAMA (Tammy Fay Auston). Basis is Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171.99 
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dismissed July 15, 2011 as NO stalking violation COULD have occurred since NO firearm was involved THEN, 
or NOW  ..    WHERE IS my demonstration, antique 12 gauge shotgun taken by FORCE by ATF William 
Banks. I already commanded HE BE arrested years ago for convincing Grand Jury Foreman that I did ??  
WHAT...   At solutionMilitary.com on the highest mission of ANTI CRIME missions of all time by a SINGLE 
true MAN of GOD, keith brent duncan..  You MAY not hear from me again for reasons I have already shown 
world.  WHY?  why not.....

https://youtu.be/erkCLsgXGUs   STOP ALL POLITICS, CRIMES + TAXES 
now with evote.one. Mar 30, 2019 BuiltByKeith.com https://youtu.be/4tcatMGUJy8 ReBroadcast To our world. 
SolutionSafeWater.org TurnOffLights.com The Most critical revolution is mass publicity EVOTE.one Direct 
eDemocracy UNIocracy.ORG. Take to your network and contact all these top officials and news media today. 
https://youtu.be/_eJiTsT4gOM   #1068 New World Society  from BuiltByKeith.com 100% Direct eDemocracy 
UNIocracy.ORG saves entire world. NGO=INC life-soul saving evangelist ministries. Evote.one is the ONLY 
direct eDemocracy with FOIA.one. Call for congressional investigations NOW. Senator David Perdue at (202) 
224-3521 and Senator Johnny Isakson at (202) 224-3643. From Senator Perdue Facebook. Your msg is 
reviewed. If you have problems with a federal agency, call Atlanta office 404-865-0087.  
   Isolation of peoples rights is a crime. Knowing a crime and refusing to notify law officials is conspiracy 
coverups.  Collaboration with mutual agreement  as solutionMilitary.com is the new single world law 
enforcement system never controlled by any crime entity.  
####

Continuous review as real time as feaisble. I have been focusing on Sally Q Yates at KSLaw.com for past years 
to contact TOP DOJ DOD Presidents, literally PRESS and everyone on her role and ties to Organized criminal 
RICO Terrorist Robert Dee ROse. Clearly she is the SAME person I went to ask for entry into Federal Witness 
Protection Program Sept 2011 and subsequently she was criminally incompetent violating SO many laws by 
signing Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 Dec 13, 2011 as LITERALLY NO one has asked a single question about WHY I 
remain on EARTH.   We accurately label ROSE as the AntiChrist for most obvious reasons that even Military 
refuse to seize him therefore 

### 2020-01-13 Monday Most critical Broadcast is ALL of the methodologies produced and 
distributed to entire world by BuiltBykeith.com NGO Trust Foundation who are truly the saviors of 
our world economy by empowering each and every person to OWN and CONTROL everything.

  Most people falsely believe the value of our world economy are the stock certificates and FIAT 
currencies being used in exchange for trade.  These are PAPER, ONLY PAPER. The true value is the 
physical assets of buildings, land, food, water, energy, roads, schools, transportation, and our 
marketplaces of shopping and trade.  Everyone falsely believes that CASH is KING.  Currency is 
worthless without the agreement of two parties to trade products and services at a price they agree 
upon with legally binding contract agreements.  If trade is done immediately, no paper work is 
normally required unless fraud might occur. How many times does a drug dealer or prostitute give a 
receipt for delivery of their services.  NEVER, for the money laundering.  With video recording of a 
contract and delivery, a person would be criminally incompetent = STUPID to defraud or scam con 
another person. When I video recorded Ms. Bashama threatening me Jan 27, 2011 I knew she was a 
criminal and was about to evict her from MY HOME. Instead she robs me Feb 3, 2011 Marietta PD 
Report 11.1.2506. and I GO TO HELL-JAIL 4 times because of HER and terrorist Robert Dee Rose.

   Our unique (™)© Patent Proprietary system is gifted to humanity to eliminate all stock market 
computer trading that criminally profiteers only those who get IN and OUT of market to make 
PROFITS. All Short term and long term gain taxes will be eliminated with our method since that is 
also another way the super rich control the brokerage accounts. The MORE BROKERS involved, the 
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BROKER we all get. Even electronic Transfer of funds will now be 100% FREE. Dollar for kBitCoins 
one way since ONE world currency is the credit/debit system of equal exchange. Since stock 
markets are just the EXCHANGE of digital stock certificates.  The CRIMES are that BROKERS and 
holders of your asset paper value take profits at every point of exchange and promises known as 
Stock option Shorts, Puts, Longs, and even derivatives and other paper instructions of instruments 
of Weapons of Mass Destruction the War Machines. For those who control our bank deposits and 
physical assets use them to wage war at all levels of society since that is the greatest one way 
transfer of wealth in world history. WHO CONTROLS the information CONTROLS everything...

  The transition to OUR finalStockMarket system is quite easy. Each group of majority Stockholders 
command their STOCK TICKER be DELISTED from NewYorkStock Exchange, NASTY NASDAQ, and 
other exchanges over to our kStockExchange that is 100% broker fee free of charges and exchange 
rates. The cost to transfer digital locked certificates is essentially ZERO. Any true costs for exchange 
of stock certificates is paid out by the Corporate Executives funds.  For they will be required to 
CASH IN all their Executive Stock Options and sell of ALL their holdings in OUR companies if they 
want to remain at executive level. All by the simple power of EVOTE.ONE. This is 100% common 
sense pure data logic research and development results of BuiltBykeith.com who has consulted with 
the greatest minds in world history, even Current history at CEOSPACE.NET NSASpeakers.ORG and 
all those financial interviews with Chris Morris CMAFinancial, Charlie Grey in Norcross GA, and Dr. 
Tom McPeak as well as using financial advisors from year 1972 forward when my Dad bought me a 
Whole Life Insurance policy I was forced to cash off by my very sick ex-wife Sherry Duncan so I 
could afford to PAY lawyers over $120,000 USD on the $500 Million USD profit return on IseeStand 
PhoneCradle TeenMoneyMachine that remain the most viable solutions to unify and stabilize all of 
mankind.

	 This is the Last Testimony Testament New World covenant I am leaving behind for use to the 
end of time.  Since no one will take any time to Understand the Trafficing of crime and how to 
PREVENT in first place, therefore I have done this over course of my life 1-19580815-1 (returns 
integrity ratio rating 101%) as the first fore founding entry into FOIA.ONE 

  Only 14 websites have prime domain still active. Over 200 websites are GONE because of 
ACTIONS of ONE super AntiChrist ROSE who already reigns over Caribbean and banking stock 
markets worldwide from OneOceanBahamas.com. WHY has MILITARY not contacted me back as 
they are clearly the most powerful law enforcement in world history.  

 I am watching Youtube ‘The Pirate’ (God Loves Caviar) about Greece Russia, Caviar, Love, and 
Revolution caused by Greed and $$$ wars. Captain Ioannis Varvakis left everting to build schools. 
WorldSchoolfund.com Same as today.

	 11am now as I watch Youtube ‘Dominion: The Last Star Warrior 2015 Sci-Fi about ETs. 

I always have been 100% honest and highest level of integrity of ANYONE I have ever met. 
Discernment is a gift from GOD my father. As well as all the other gifts of believing reality as a 
Prophet and even walking living most humble saint.  I truly have always believed I was sent to 
observe humanity and provide the solutions to reform unify mankind. None of this is a ‘PIPE 
DREAM”. It is humanity reality to TAKE ACTION when attacked by evil persons. Our very own FBI 
AG refuse to acknowledge ANYTHING about anyone since appears their rules and regulations state 
ONLY the local police can engage their services. Victims of Organized RICO crime who are eye 
witnesses and also the #1 anti crime experts in world are NEVER allowed to testify since that alone 
would reveal WHO is violating laws INSIDE our very own agencies we PAY to maintain Peace and 
Order.  98% of our GOV people are HONEST and hard working. Just a few at bottom, middle, top 
levels commit crimes against humanity with simple SQL Statement of ‘Delete * from NCIS.table 
where  name = ‘Keith Duncan’  or Name = ‘Robert Dee Rose’ so that NO investigation will EVER be 
completed as this is just a minor way to DESTROY evidence. Easiest is to pay off Kathleen 
Sherwood in Cobb County Court Reporter to claim her PC crashed with Cobb County TPO 
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11.1.7683 that I paid for master copy to deliver TO USMarshals /AG/FBI/Press/ PUBLIC Nov 2011 
that would have IMMEDIATELY had me released into Military Protective custody since I 

  DID REQUEST Safe Haven = Political Asylum on Sept 25, 2011 to OSI Christoper Weber at Langley 
Airforce base who invited me to COME back to GATE at 8am Sept 26, 2011 to meet Air Force 
Intelligence officials.  At 9am, ROSE ordered my kidnapping #3 by NOT signing or dating anything as 
Cherokee County Matt Pettpher also THREATENED MY LIFE one month previously, as I have THAT 
email also and probably voice recorded his threats also... 


  11:42am now as real time as feasible while I ACTIVELY broadcast and wait for WHO WILL CALL 
ME BACK and WHEN..   Skype: BuiltByKeith2 as I do NOT have GLOBE load or Internet right now.   


  Human Original Condition is to FIGHT for SURVIVAL. To Be the FORCE behind deciding our own 
reality and destiny. I have ever plan to return to my Father GOD on his command orders, NOT on he 
command from some stupid idiot terrorist ROSE and Sally Q Yates in league with now GBI Director 
Berry Vic Reynolds. 

  I watch Edward Snowden video ‘How your cell phone spies on you’ I am pioneer of top data 
communications from W4ATC NCSU 1976 forward.  Cell phones are GPS enabled all the time for 
911 uses. Small black interceptor boxes can be bought to intercept CELL to Tower both ways. IP 
addresses are tied to every phone. IMEI, SIM, IMSI are global unique. Soon tied to FOIA.ONE does 
not matter what the SIM card. All your text messages, data is open to the network. Stock trades, 
secret deals, literally everything. Proximity bounds to cell towers in permanent record. I was top 
consultant at Bellsouth Mobility 2004 under AT&T VP Jose Vargas with full access to EVERY single 
cell phone call detail record, same as 1996 when I engineered AT&T’s first long distance billing 
system. This was used for Campaign marketing as I was assigned task to identify who was steal 
cloning SIM numbers. My SIM is 09173354300. All your apps send info to the AD generator analysts 
to send us MORE products and services to BUY, go in DEBT, pay for all the taxes (estimate 70% of 
all our income goes OUT in form of taxes). Buy insurance, onward BACK Wards. 

	 Taxes. Count Sales tax, gas tax, regulations, filings, lawyer costs, insurance, home/car/life/
death, even insurance on your investments. REALLY, insurance on your investments in case you 
default for non-payment when you get sick, get fired. Every single transaction is tracked by those 
who WE PAY to provide us convenient services including Taxis, bus, train, airplanes, cruise ships, 
even landing taxes and port of calls. Tarriffs, import/export duties. No one loses the money. It all 
goes SOMEWHERE untraceable and untraceable in form of graft, secret Swiss/Cayman/Isle of Man 
bank account safety deposit boxes, diamonds, Gold, Gulfstream G650s and yachts like the Dixie 
Rose $1 million USD charter fishing yacht that is actually loaded with $400,000 USD by ROSE and 
Joseph W as remote cyber crime attack tellicommunications center.  

  HOW DO I know all this. Simple THIS is my life of using technology to save humanity by leading all 
world Leaders to our new world of NO SECRETS.  Open Public Domain Source of everything is 
Shared Resources that would have been mainstream reality back in Karl Marx days if anyone had 
seen the TRUE reasons for WHY GOD sent a few of us to SAVE YOUR BACK BACON DAYs.  FOr 
even Bernie Dohrmann I gifted a Black T-shirt Dec 2014 stating, “ I HAVE YOUR BACK’ on a image 
of a SPINE as most people are indeed SPINELESS reptiles who slither sideways to move forward 
and attack anyone when they think OUR assets are ready for STEALING.  From Oct 3, 2011, anyone 
could walk into my two homes and STEAL anything. My computers, passwords, extreme database 
and the most critical assets of all, THIS SAME SYSTEM...... Of NO Politics and CRIMES will occur 
one the TOP KEY LEADERS actually GET OFF THEIR ASSET THRONG THRONES and simple call 
me..  


### 2020-01-12 Sunday
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The TRUE reason why I am still on Earth Jan 11, 2020 is ALL of these solutions unify mankind as I 
work full-time for GOD and all humanity. We are the hidden billionaires even trillionaires. 

 The most prolific authorship of all time is broadcast to world to save themselves from the base 
primal root issue of Predatory Greed that WAS survival of the strongest. This is true today as a few 
thousand billionaires and millionaires are actively depopulating our people in mass genocide 
operations since their only focus is ‘MORE PROFIT TO BE MADE IN ANY MARKET’.  


BBK20200111 ### World Rebroadcast BuiltBykeith.com Walking Saint R&D Scientist Global 
Mediator #1 expert. The only world solution is SolutionPeace .com = Client3635. wix. com/
SolutionPeace.  Our world descends into the pits of Infamy Hell once our stock markets collapse 
because of REFUSALS of key Decision Maker Influencers to escort Keith to safe haven as most 
formally requested Sept 25, 2020. Asking for Political asylum against the most ruthless terrorists is 
the top priority for any scientist under attack by Robert Dee ROSE and other pirate GOD Pharoahs 
who roam freely using OUR internet, tracking OUR IP addresses and murdering any opposition who 
they know have already put them on Death ROW by ONLY their very own evidence. 

For ROSE, he paid off Cherokee County Matt Pettpher back on Sept 26, 2011 9am to issue arrest 
warrant that was unsigned/undated and clearly showed ROSE is a cyber terrorist. All subsequent 
crimes were committed by STUPID ASSET-HOLE idiots who thought, oh JUST Sign on the dotted 
line and we GET PAID since WE are protected by immunity and USA GOV regulations. I barely 
escaped alive by one signature of Dr Williams, otherwise I would be DEAD starting Oct 3, 2011 
forward. After 1.5 years of being kidnapped, AG someone decided to do a CAT brain scan on me. 
They said they found a small mass in part of my brain. They use ANY EXCUSE to claim I was a 
vegetable who did not have a CLUE what was happening in your reality. Therefore I documented 
EVERYTHING, just like I did back age 12 forward. With advent of technology and unlimited memory 
with processing brains of super computers  interconnected to everything  through all IP connected 
Integrated circuit device, our turnOffLights.Space system is the last key to create the required data 
driven Artificial Intelligence of OUR new world society UNIocracy.oRG

 Friday Today Gloria and I are at WorldTravelVentures.CLUB (.space) at Arenata City Rm 302 of 
WorldTravelVentures.club who needs our help also, just like rest of humanity as at this point, seems I 
am ONLY person sent by GOD to saveAllNations.com (another lost website domain). 

I, keith brent duncan (DOB 1958-Aug-15 High Point NC USA), + my BuiltByKeith com teams, have 
legally CLAIMED 1% of all crime assets seized using these most prolific answers to SOLVE all 
CRIMES and PREVENT all future occurrences in record time.  Each of you claim the same. 

  At 8:15am I arrive client3635.wix.com/enzo Meico Inc for 8 am prayer group with Madam Anna? 
Who is founder of God Almighty Church Lord with Pastor Eric Nagapatan. The absolute refusal of 
ANYONE in USA and even here to use our unification methodology, services, and products has 
always been a crime. I am risking my life everyday riding on 150cc Suzuki Black Horse weaving like 
army of ants throughout all Manila and all of Luzon. 50P left In my wallet, a $20 USD bill all is left of 
billions of $$$ Intellectual property stolen off my massive R&D computer network and even 
STORAGE on CD-COMs, emails, printouts, court documents, and stream of conspiracy crimes 
already turned over to thousands of law enforcement (29,000 FBI agents, 12 FBI profiles), AG, 
USMilitary, and of course the original police department reports all showing ROSE wants me DEAD 
and absolutely NO ONE in USA GOV has protected MY RIGHTS therefore NONE of your rights are 
protected by default.  The Bataan Transit buses all show up to park at one time. Mariveles is their 
route from Arneta city, Purdue corner New York ave. The Bataan death march by the Japanese I 
covered 2 years ago in extreme detail. The death march now is humanity. I sang Onward Christian 
Soldiers hymn on way out of door this am, as our warriors of walking saints must unite to free and 
liberate our people from the massive infamy oppression of the few billionaires who are bankers, 
industrialists, capitalists, and of course the Stock Market broker executives. Without even knowing 
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their individual names, we can all see they violate basic human right and SEC laws by insider and 
secret trading of OUR profits, dividends, and bank deposit interest. They pay themselves first, use 
our assets to hide behind lawyers and cooked general ledger books, and live entirely off our assets 
while accumulating Executive Stock Options worth collective trillions of our Prophets. I munch on a 
little gouda cheese and bread for Meica group has not shown up by 8:30. NO military or anyone has 
EVER called me back to restore my stolen assets so numerous I have been cross listing them al this 
time.

	 The true reason I am still alive is a real mystery to even myself. I am studying the infrastructure 
of entire world even now. ProfitShareHolders.SPACE is legacy monumental new world creating of 
your new society free of all the most wealthy scammers, con artists and terrorist who prey on 
everyone. These are the gothic conspiracy pirates and GOD pharaohs.  Since everyone is so 
focused on the DIRECT funding for reformation of humanity, here it is.

 1. Seizure of criminal assets is always easy by identifying who violates laws and putting them into 
prison with SolutionJudge.com as everyone now eVotes if a person or crime network is guilty or 
innocent based on hard evidence and live witness accounts. Every video is the key as it is 
impossible to PATCH video as the frames of bits are impossible to forge and go undetected with 
differential compare fast Fourier transformational analysis.

2. The most extreme transfer of wealth is from migrating first billionaires and millionaires to 3rd 

world nations.  Part of this ordained process is for our people to evote that all executives must 
exercise their Stock Options NOW, take the income, report full taxes, and then they can maybe 
continue as corporate executives. The stock market will indeed have major dump downturn 
except for the corporations that have true intrinsic value. For we have already publish 
engineered ad free FOIA.ONE database that literally eliminates Facebook and Google, as well 
as all other social media trading platforms.


3. The last major wealth is that held by religion groups. Sources claim the Vatican bank in ROME 
controls trillions of $$$ in secret funds. 


  My cell iPhone 5s from March 2014 is barely alive on same battery. Only other possession I have is 
the original CreatorKeith.SPACE 2 selfy sticks, and my leather wallet. Absolutely everything else is 
STOLEN criminally or SOLD off to create your new world system. I do NOT use the word ORDER 
since that is the conspiracy of the named criminal ruling elite who command our databases, armies, 
and military industrial complex. The order WE bring mankind is how to most peacefully REPLACE 
and BYPASS all known forms of governments and corporations at the paper level. 


FIRST is CALL KEITH NOW. Not later, NOT next century. NOW…. 


20200112-11:11am At lifeGiver Church, Gateway mall Araneta City with Paul Tolentino, RC Vernes, 
Gloria Reyes, another legacy day few know about.

Proverbs 11:24-25. “One person gives freely, yet gains even more,… “  One year ago, I arrive back in 
Manila and only Glo picks me up at airport. Jan 12, 2008 was another historical date as Jan 15, 2008 
is when ROSE threatened my life when I showed him HWIgl.PDF general ledger and accounts 
receiveables/Payables PDF printouts from his secret SOLOMON accounting system showing 
massive money laudrying including 30,000 USD owed Steve Dorvee his criminal terrorist lawyer who 
I also warned personally goes to PRISON for conspiracies with the AntiChrist ROSE>

    11 years  11 months, 11 days, 11 hours is from Jan 15, 2008 to Dec 25, 2019.

Most people say JUST forget about the fact you were tortured so many times by orders of ROSE 
through AG and Fbi agent persons who clearly VIOLATED all human rights. To prevent the true savior 
from teaching mankind how to save itself from the terrorists who roam freely because our very own 
law enforcement agencies at all levels NEVER SHARE anything for fear of being investigated for 
internal crime RICO enterprises we pay THEM to prevent. No one investigates anyone for fear of 
being murdered and their families killed. Happen to me so many times, I lost count. All by massive 
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observations of reality as the Prophet of all time.    Sermon stops soon, ,Malachi 3”10.  
LifeGiverChurch.ph. Pastor Lady Santos ws in Mindinao. On rally with bishops and pastors.  

   Few actually fight injustice and empower our current and next generation to be our top world 
leaders. Sermon. :Life Excellent’.  VoiceRec1 on Macbook 11:52am  Discover ways to how to live life 
prosperity. Aristotle. “Excellence is never an accident. It is always the result (salt) of high intention, 
sincere effort, and intelligent excellence.  John 10:10. “The thief comes only to steal, kill, and destroy 
I have come that they may have LIFE and have it to the full.”  Life is ZOE.  The state of one who is 
possessed of vitality. Absolute fullness of life, which belongs to GOD. Real life and genius. 

  K: Exactly what has been happening to our world economy for centuries. The Pirates are always 
the leaders who act as GODS controlling our wealth for their own satanic purposes. The base Huan 
condition is predatory greed drives everything.  Few of us actually work for GOD full-time and are 
routinely persecuted and murdered for expressing the truth of others.   1 Corinthians 12:31. Pastor 
states ‘now eagerly desire the greater gifts. Love is indispensable.  And yet I will show you the most 
excellent way. This is ProfitShareHolders.SPACE client3635.wix.com/christD christDomain.  

  1 cor 13:13 is my original mantra repeated for now 8 years.  Matthew 22:37 ‘Love he Lorde Your 
God with all your heart…. Love your neighbor as yourself. “  K: this is a prime issues. Most love 
ONLY themselves at expense of everyone they meet and scam con. Matthew 22:37.  Excellent life 
comes form your excellent love for GOD.  K: at issue is where is GOD when we need him the most. 
From my #1 unique prospective at noon is ‘GOD has left this part of the universe a long time ago, 
probably back in JAN 2008 and only sends a few sign messages to myself and world. Yet most are 
too busy to notice anything. I have NEVER been a hypocrite cynic by observing reality and report 
broadcasting the base reasons for vice, sin, crime.

	 Romans 12:1 Offer your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to GOD. Some religious 
and criminal zealots use this one phrase to convince their slaves to sacrifice themselves to their 
GODs = them. Same as Pirate Egyptian Pharaohs who were also family dynasty demonic in thought 
and deed. They even tunneled water from NILE to pour out of top of Pyramids to dominate control 
the will of the people. Our current sales ad revenue blasts take our profits by promising whiter skin, 
prosperity, just sign the bank loan and all will be taken care of protected by additional insurance 
polices to make sure your family does not go bankrupt putting you in the ground….   Colossians 
3:22-23 Slaves, obey your earthly masters in everything, and do it, not only when their eye is on you 
and to curry their favor, but with sincerity of heart and reverence for the Lord… “  This passage has 
been used by slave traders for centuries to show their human Trafficers how to intimate those taken 
by force as slaves.

    K: Year 2020 is the Chinesse year of the RAT.  Only snake serpents typically eat rats. Sharks, only 
killer whales, Lions, tigers, elephants, only humans. The top of the food chain are criminal banksters 
(mobster + banker), those corporate executives who violate laws by trading our assets and taking 
first profits while hiring protection rackets of LLP lawyers who are also mega millionaires protected 
by the SAME laws their buddies pass to prevent any investigations as they are currently IMMUNE 
from prosecution for THEY are also enterprise in crime with Judges and even Supreme Court 
Justices as well as many Generals who run our DOD.  Our system changes the rules of engagement 
for all humanity. Yet all the DEAD SILENCE indicates for decades we are JUSTIFIED to COMMAND, 
COMMUNICATE, CONTROL, and CARE for our people since no one else truly cares about survival 
of our world people.  The RAT race is the maze of office cubicles and trillions of real man-hours 
waiting in line for almost everything.

    A: inclusion of an outcasted woman. John 4:26 “Jesus declared “ I, the one speaking to you — I 
am he. ‘ Samaritan woman at the well.  Christ spoke with confidence and authority.  K: Who 
recorded this private conversation I ask. As a high educated recognized RABBI, surely Christ could 
read and write. From age 12 to age 29.5, no writings are included in popular bibles from others. 
WHY NOT, certainly Jewish, Jesuit, Roman Catholics, and other top zealots have hidden and 
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destroyed the true life of my father, Christ. Discernment is also our prime expertise, ability to see 
missing evidence and ask WHY NOT..  

	 Inclusion NOT EXCLUSION is the focus of SHARED RESOURCE of UNIocracy.org that is the 
ONLY true form of non-government politics when humanity CONTROLS its own reality and destiny.  I 
am ONLY person in full theater who has a laptop and recording real time VOICE and here. 

  Point 2: Loving touch from a penitent woman. Luke 7:37-38.  Jesus at Pharisees house eating. She 
brought alabaster jar of perfume and poured 1 year wage on Jesus feet to show humility. Greatest 
hinderance in life is Sin. K: the true anti Christs WANT evil to overthrow humanity. ROSE is one of 
them, just like the others we have identified, even by just reading the newsprint, and watching them 
in all those Press conferences I attend and sometimes see on Internet. 66% battery on Macbook. It 
is starting to not boot sometimes as iPHONE bought March 2014 5.5 years ago. Only think I have 
from Oct 2011 today is one leather wallet, and few iseeStand Phonecradle. Everything else is GONE, 
including the original new world society master plan from GOD on my most extensive R&D 
computers, on CD-ROMS, backed up on ICloud, and already in hands of everyone I was meeting 
way back in 2005 era, actually 1976 forward.  Still unable to obtain JUSTICE, therefore few others 
have any justice at all.

	 Luke 7:48 “Jesus said to her, “Your Sins are Forgiven” “.  Who recorded this…. 12:35pm.  K: 
The use of legally binding contracts with VIDEO/audio confirmation of terms and conditions is also 
key to PREVENTING almost almost crime and fraud=sin. Seldom if ever used except by training from 
builtBykeith.com   A New life on Earth is photo I took in China back in July 2015 before I went to 
Hong Kong, Philippines, USA, and now still isolate / stranded in Manila the most dense population of 
any world mega city slum. The construction cranes on top of new office and condo projects stretch 
along EDSA, C5 and the roadways of commerce. Same as in CHINA near Shenzhen, and other 
mega dense cities almost all are coastal shipping cities.

 She closes out 12:42pm. 111mbyte voicerecord.


######


2020-01-11 BuiltBykeith.com World Savior.

  The brilliance of the LIGHT of LIFE is the metaPhysics when nothing is lost and nothing is gained in 
terms of energy. Time is always lost since it is a non replaceable commodity.  Vaporizing people and 
cities clearly destroys civilizations forever. SolutionRedDot  The terrorists who control our computer 
system and databases have full control over everything.  This is ROSE in a nutshell since he is the 
most ruthless pirate terrorist anyone can SEIZE. theFinalterrorist.com was WhereIsRobertRose.com 
summer of 2010 forward. NO ONE has ever showed up in COURT or anywhere to represent my best 
interests and to command the arrest of more than 125 persons all tied to ROSE by their very own 
signatures and corresponding linked evidence.  No one showed up to protect me feb 22, 2011 or 
exactly 6 months later to the day Aug 22, 2011 in Cobb County GA 11.1.1171.99 11.1.8376.99 to 
command Ms. Bashama and ROSE be seized. Result has been the most PROFITABLE broadcasts in 
world history as I truly can not imagine any world issues/problem/conflict/war I have NOT solved at 
any level using basic computer system design engineer deploy cycles I perfected 1976 forward.

  Tonight we are at MybizPeople.net = client3635.wix.com/enzo I designed for them. Only Tom Haag 
in Las Vegas has recently emailed after disappearing for last 2 months. Same as thousands of others 
I have met in just last year, and tens of thousands who personally know and all love me for what I 
have done for environment of MY WORLD, YOUR WORLD = UNIocracy.org 

    The Number 11.11 keeps appearing. Today is 2020.01.01-11:11pm approaching in 4 hours.  I am 
indeed the worlds first trillionaire as demonstrate showcased with everything I have gifted personally. 
For I DO TAKE THESE CRIMES against HUMANITY very personally. GOD clearly sent myself and a 
few others to be the master MEDIATORS for all world presidents and executives to 
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saveALLNations.com. This WOULD have occurred back in Oct 2011 as I was subpoenaed by super 
criminal Alexander Cyclone Covey in May 2011 to put ROSE in PRISON on RICO charges Oct 23, 
2011 Fulton County Court. Cyclone knew everything and is AGILELaw.com terrorist leader that FBI 
AG refused to even investigate infiltration of so many courts through the lawyer depositions of 
trillions of real $$ intellectual property and evidence of massive coverups and murders. 

It is now 10pm Stardate 20200111. For careful numbering of year-month-date-time and item is quick 
ability to sort once anything is placed in any database. All world evidence now cross linked in 
FOIA.ONE as I truly have no clue WHY I am still on EARTH.   

   The value of all the intellectual property, videos, photos, emails, websites, is comprehensively 
complete as my health deteriorates since I have NO coverage protection from NO ONE except a few 
from Oct 25, 2011 forward in time.  

(continue)  

    The economic damage has been trillions of dollars in intellectual Property Keith and his scientist 
teams have gifted to humanity from 1976 forward.  These simple methods identify and overturn all 
corrupt individuals to stand trial for their crimes. The seizure of trillions of real dollars in wealth are 
now used to construct new all digital sustainable villages in third world impoverished nations starting 
with Philippines, then other Asia nations of Vietnam, Cambodia, Malaysia, and the slave traded other 
nations in Africa. The oil stock market is now stabilized by use of TurnOffLights.SPACE and 
SolutionSafeWater.ORG that truly eliminates need for almost all fossil fuels in next 2 to 5 years.


  The current Weapons of Mass Destruction are the secret documents created by the Ruling Elite 
to steal our assets at corporate levels and control over taxes, those who not only make our laws, but 
violate laws all to secretly control and dominate over our people. They use our trillions of dollars 
wealth to hire liar lawyers whose only role is to persecute the whistleblowers and victims of 
organized crime. These lawyers become the most popular celebrity judges and court officials who 
are so wealthy and powerful they become our political leaders at all levels. Their salaries are an 
illusion of their true wealth. The same applies to our corporate system of protected Enterprise 
Entities that prevents any individual from being held accountable for violating basic accounting and 
open financial disclosure laws. The weapons of mass destruction are easy to see on the general 
ledger transaction books the public and stock holders are prevented from auditing. The Elite live 
off the corporations and seldom personally receive income, therefore they pay no taxes and leverage 
everyones assets to accumulate billions of real dollars of our toil and labor of our workers.

   Our new system requires complete disclosure of all net worth wealth and assets by Feb 28, 2020. 
Anyone who under reports their asset net worth by 95% estimation audits, is required by our new 
Constitution to turn over the balance to CreatorKeith.SPACE NGO trust foundation on April 1, 2020 
to be used as public direct funds to build schools, medical, roads, energy, water, airports, and the 
infrastructure systems in 3rd world nations. All legally authorized by order of majority of our people 
using evote. April 1 is infamous Robert Dee Roses. IID 1-19710401-1 (integrity rating return -99%)

   Our people are uneducated for a very specific reason. The ruling elite want slightly educated 
people to run their factories, malls, stores, and companies as clerks and assistants. The agriculture 
and transportation industry along with our basic police system is set up the same way. USE the 
people to make profit at the highest level, as the only thing that matters is; “MORE PROFIT to be 
made in the MARKET’. They want a huge factory workforce who are told to WORK HARDER, DO as 
you are TOLD or you are FIRED without pay or benefits. They are told by advertisements to BUY 
MORE, Borrow more, go into debt since everyone deserves to own their own home and car. Buy 
insurance to pay for unexpected events like death, disability, accidents, fires, theft. All to bring the 
wealth of GODs people one way into the storehouses of the Stock Options and extreme benefits 
offered to top Elite Executives. 
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	 We the PEOPLE speak the truth of the current reality of the resources earned by you are 
being systematically captured by the few known as the New World Order, New world government, 
Illuminate, mobsters, and other most accurate terms. Some refer to the Elite as ET Extraterrestrials 
as reported by Corie Goode and and Alex Collier.  The ‘Global Galactic League  A few of the ELITE 
design and want crimes against humanity and self-genocide since they are safely hidden in their 
fortresses in remote islands, their mega yachts like the ‘DIXIE ROSE’, and have aircraft to escape 
any world war four.

	 World War Three is the cyber crime terrorist attacks conducted hourly on our computer data 
centers. Simple use of a low level password and back door access enable billions of real dollars 
transferred to outside accounts used to build more fortresses including all the hidden safe deposit 
boxes of gold, diamonds, stock certificates, and of course the most critical information, the 
accounting books that are mostly digital in nature.  

The four key aspects of our new world society eliminates the ability of anyone at any level from 
violating laws and escaping the justice of our new legal court system. 

The first is returning the economy back to WE THE PEOPLE when all our National Presidents and 
top CEOs with host mediator Keith Duncan’s R&D groups conduct the worlds last Open Public 
Peace Summit on Jan 20, 2020.

1. UNIocracy.org is the new world society owned, controlled, and run by humanity as free citizens 

to conduct open trade worldwide with free communication and Education provided by 
WorldSchoolFund.com.


2. SolutionManifesto.com is the new UNIocracy society single world constitution that protects the 
civil rights of everyone with no exception.


3. SolutionHousing.org migrates billions of persons to higher elevation as the true transfer of mega 
trillions of real value wealth is owned by the few who must now declare their net value by Jan 20, 
2020 or face prison for concealing the source of their massive income and wealth holdings.


4. ChristDomain.com also achieves total world peace by showing all religion groups how to work in 
cooperative outreach ministries to solve all their own local issues. Therefore very little 
government is ever needed again and the mega corporations are downsized by the following 
simple common stock market system.


5. ProfitShareHolders.SPACE returns total control over the leadership and 
compensation benefits of all executives and management. This is also the new universal 
standard to eliminate all day traders and stock market manipulation by the ELITE who currently 
control and pervert all transfers of our wealth to their family run crime dynasties, all by hiding 
their corporate accounting books, secret contracts, payoff bribes to politicians and underground 
connections to the billionaires who secretly control everything.  We now have a simple method of 
use of EVOTE and FOIA to identify the flow of information and assets to identify who is NOT 
paying taxes and who is acquiring massive wealth by violating existing laws.


SolutionMilitary.com One World combined Military is total Global peace for the 
common sense reason that the eVOTE.one free will citizens decide best use of our military 
officials and warriors by converting all the war machines to Peace Keeping tools.  The current 
WMD Weapons of Mass Destruction are the paper chase secret conspiracies conducted by a few 
Corporate Executives known as the 'Criminal ruling Elite' who murder and persecute our most 
righteous Research and Development scientist warriors who fearlessly protect the rights of all others 
as the only answer to teach humanity how to ensure the integrity enforcement of the most basic 
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human rights seen on SolutionManifesto.com and enforced by all elected system of both 
Government and Corporate leaders who work for the people, not their family dynasties.

  The four basic components of our Military are Command, Communication, Control, and Care.

1. Command: The first required step is use of client3635.wix.com/CCWGuard to teach all 
communities how to protect their own community properties with simple use of psychology, 
centralized call-out list of residents and visitors, and use of free internet communications so 
everyone in world knows WHO is WHO of open public database FOIA.ONE deployed at local level 
and then combined at Interpol International level.

2.  Communication: The second required action is use of cell phones by all military and police at all 
levels. With automatic face recognition and use of photos and video, anyone committing a crime or 
investigated now goes on public display in FOIA.ONE to ensure that justice is served immediately 
without ability for a wealthy person to intimate key witnesses and walk free because they extort our 
judges and pay off the liar-lawyers.

3. Control: SolutionJudge.com is the basis for our new judicial system deals with violators at 
community level by elected officials of the court. This simple method of fairness ensures that false 
witness and hearsay is punished when the evidence indicates to eVoteing public that a person is not 
telling the truth by inability to present irrefutable testimony and supporting video, photos, certified 
and supporting documents.

4. Care: When local community officials at government and corporate level refuse to be internally 
investigated, our military investigators are dispatched as a last resort to obtain the required evidence 
and testimony.

5. Because of the integrity design of our new military forces, no President, Congress, or rogue group 
can ever use military force to wage war on any other culture or faction ever again.

6. Any violations by a military personnel including top generals are taken to military open public 
court. If the court decides this is a civil violation, the person is taken to court at community level.

7. The International Court of Justice in Hague now focuses on Wide spread Human Right Violations.

  The Best use of our old weapons of war is now Peace Keeping instruments of Social Equality and 
Peace.

  Nuclear Aircraft carriers and support ships now are portable gigawatt power plants and hospital 
ships to evacuate in case of plague, natural disasters or even massive terrorist attacks on our mega 
coastal cities and refineries. All Military surveillance systems now work together sharing intelligence 
with the public on world events. No secrets means no wars can be waged by anyone as no nuclear 
buttons are needed again. We now build safe remote nuclear plants.

   Keith and a few are the key Spokespersons sent by key person benefactors to mediate all. if we 
are murdered from now on, our system of World Peace will quickly find all criminals responsible with 
Military use of Open Circuit TV eDevices using FOIA.one and SolutionJudge.com  We fear no one. 
the criminals fear everyone once they see their own evidence exposed to public so anyone can claim 
bounty on their heads.


     Everyone now uses EVOTE.ONE to decide the next best project that benefits local and then 
national interests of our people. No more politics or mega dynasties are allowed with most unique 
combination of published SolutionJudge.com  SolutionMilitary.com ProfitShareHolders.SPACE 
and kTrader.SPACE become the last new world universal stabilizing methodology ratified by public, 
all stockholders, and company employees.  No longer can any Politician, Political Ruling Party, 
Corporate Executives, or underground crime network control any aspect of our markets and 
governments by hiding secrets of their crime syndicates.
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Nov 24, 2019  Years 2019 - 25 years is year 1994 in Birmingham. The cornerstone of Riverside 
methodist Church is example of the the Acts 4:11 ‘Jesus is the stone you builders rejected, which 
has become the cornerstone’. 


With advent of speech to text, our entire world now interprets the truth from any dialect to any other 
translated dialogue. God and Humanity are both glorified at the same time is John 10:30 ‘the Father 
and I are one’. Nothing is left out of context as many of our top religious leaders quote scripture after 
passage and often pervert the original intended teaching solution by ignoring the pre events, reality, 
and after effects of the original issue.  By changing the cause of the issue and related problems, 
prevention of downline cascading crimes occurs. The cost savings are enormous as everyone knows 
that designing perfected solutions starts with open lines of communication between those whose 
tasks is to engineer refined self correcting systems of artificial intelligence known as singularity.  The 
acceptance of universal accepted stabilizing solution methodology is the true answer for achieving 
sustainable world global peace. 


ProfitShareHolders.SPACE is the true answer to restore total control of all economies back to 
humanity. Most banks and stock markets along with real estate and trading platforms including the 
shipping and transportation industries are controlled by a few billionaires who are in league with 
under criminals who use cyber crime to threaten the lives of anyone who opposes their criminal rule 
and dominations.  Formally know as mobsters, we collectively call them ‘The Criminal Ruling Elite’ 
They all have names and are instantly found on FOIA.ONE conceived and engineered by Keith 
Duncan of Atlanta GA who is our world saving hero of all time.


Share Holders and Workers now collectively own + control their companies.

1. Shareholders vote by New ByPass ByLaws on: Who are their executives and 
their package of total compensation and benefits. No more Board of Directors 
and underground crime networks can control our stock assets and use of profits to 
criminally profiteer including Campaign Contributions, Stock Options, use of 
corporate assets for personal use profiteering, and other abuses of your intrinsic 
based company. The highest merit persons are voted as our managers up to our 
CEO’s. These are all the most common sense data modeling solutions of all time.

2.  Shareholders collectively vote/agree on delay time/days between Buy or Sell 
order and actual execution day at the future high or lower price. This destroys 
all day trading, prevents all stock market crashes, stabilizes all real valuations, and 
empowers all stock holders and staff to control and manage all major expenses, 
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product/service changes, and therefore their own share value benefit payouts. All 
corporations now achieve true INTRINSIC values determined by true world 
valuations.

3. For each Stock purchase, a delay period is collectively agreed upon by all 
stockholders by Majority eVOTE.  Anyone buying stock is required by this one 
by-law to wait specific period of time (minutes, days, weeks, months) before they 
are authorized to sell their common stock. Because each stock certificate is 
registered in a single individuals name by FOIA.ONE IID (or collectively held by 
an investment group or represented by a proxy agent) every single transaction is 
now open for public viewing so no one can ever commit fraud at any level and go 
unpunished with SolutionJudge.com and other ordained solutions published and 
protected by Keith Duncan.

4. Employees collectively vote on the benefit packages for their peers, upper 
and lower tier organization structure. This eliminates all Trade Unions as 
unnecessary and collectively uses the engineered divined SolutionPeace.com/
5Steps method to benefit all involved by focusing on the most efficient supply chain 
creation of state of the art branded products and services that eliminate waste of 
time, manpower, and God's original natural resources.  Use  BidOnkeith.com 
Duncan #1 Evangelist.

5. Any Executive who refuses to use above can be OUSTED by their 
shareholders and customers who are OUTRAGED the individual violates their 
daily voting rights to decide the Profitability control of their public open owned 
corporation. Applies to employees of all private corporations once everyone sees 
that everyone benefits using the simple Scientific methods of BuiltByKeith.com.  
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  Who calls us next as we are the purely neutral Economic Modeler Analysts of all 
time.

#####. END of Most Dead Serious World Broadcast by World Presidents. 

### Dec 31, 2019.  Previous daily world broadcasts are required stored on keith’s NOTES folders, 
hard disk backups, and most obvious broadcast to as many people as possible. For this has been 
IMPOSSIBLE to notify the correct authorities since Jan 15, 2008 for the most bizarre true reality 
conditions.  USA and most other systems are set up by lawyers and ?? Who set standards that only 
POLICE or ?? Can pass crime information up to IRS, FBI, AG, MILITARY (DOD) CIA, NSA, 
CONGRESS, PRESIDENTS.  Anyone who is a victim of organized crime is required to RISK their 
LIVES and all there assets to NOTIFY the first CRIMINAL INVESTIGATOR required to notify 
Prosecutor, then Attorney General, the clerk of courts, then file all the STUPID STUPID STUPID red 
paper tape electronic database evidence to Grand Jury Indictment, then PASS to a JUDGE< get all 
those signatures, THEN issue Arrest warrants, FILE again, SEND out ?? To find the accused, and the 
process is ENDLESS and cost to US WE the people means WE LOOSE everything. NEVER to get 
our stolen assets back MUCH less ever get the justice we PAID FOR.  All while risking our lives since 
the TRUE DUMB-ASSES who run our system (just a few of them of course), are TOO BUSY chasing 
the women in the office, going on trips, whatever.  All at extreme cost to US (NOT the USA, US) and 
at EVEN MOST EXTREME peril to the victims the most insidious crime network of PEOPLE.


Since I am the worlds LAST survivor and designated survivor of the most criminal terorrism network, 
I have earned the right to be your new sovereign nation leader of UNIocracy.org.  Once the PUBLIC 
and PRESIDENTS and literally WORLD see and truly understand who I am, they will PROTECT me 
for the rest of my life for the most obvious reason: I hereby most humbly state, I am indeed a walking 
living saint. Why waste words.  It is now 11:11pm New Years night in Tagatay on top of mountain 
range 3 hours by bus from South Manila with Gloria Reyes. Even she has little clue who I AM, same 
as the tens of thousands who I have personally witnessed and shared all aspects of HOW to reform 
our entire world at one time. A few reformation solutions will NEVER complete Christs and others 
missions for indeed we ARE sent by GOD (call him what you want, I claim him/her pair as FATHER of 
HEAVEN and Mother Earth.  If I knew WHO to contact NEXT I would have back in ....thinking here.. 
back in summer of 2010 when ROSE was actively stalking my homes and deciding how to MURDER 
me without leaving any traces. Certainly ROSE was using my call detail records, GPS tracking my 
movements, and WHO I was contacting. EASY when you use old technology I was instrumental in 
creating 1976 forward NCSU.  Few have EVER accomplished what I have done in last 61 years. If 
they HAD, our entire world would be peace and required harmony.  

	 I remain in isolation and poverty BECAUSE of ROSE initially and now am determining WHO I 
talk to NEXT to COMMAND Jan 20, 2020 event actually obtain total world peace. SO hard to find 
ANYONE who has FOCUS and COMPETENCE, since few have ANY CONFIDENCE at all to most 
peacefully SHOW world HOW to eliminate criminals (cluster networked of course) by LINKING them 
all together by their very own testimony and evidence.  


WITH our replacement new world law enforcement system(s) everything is required to be integrated 
and shared as well as broadcast to the PUBLIC for instant identification of WHO is WHO, and WHO 
needs our help to lift them out of crime situations and of course PREVENT POVERTY in the first 
place.
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WHO DO YOU KNOW is the most powerful request EVERYONE must use to ACHIEVE NETWORKED 
communications to FIND the best PEOPLE to REPLACE the existing crook criminals and terrorists 
who remain hidden from sight BECAUSE FEW if anyone cares.   Just turned 11:11pm, time to go 
check my cell phone, a few more facebook.com/keith.duncan.9231 and I expect to RETURN TO 
HEAVEN since all these stupid people I have encountered are too busy SCAMMING each other on 
false pretenses they actually CARE about each other...


Keith


### Dec 27, 2019 World Rebroadcast. Apostle=saint BuiltByKeith.com lives on by teaching world to 
destroy the infamy o money-psychosis the cause of all poverty and crime. Who is calling World 
Presidents on SolutionPeace.com Jan 20, 2020 Final Summit to achieve total peace. Keith unable 
for lack of his own funds as he has been forsaken by thousands whose only pursuit is survival and 
OTHERS money.  builtByKeith.com/clearhouse is the worlds last cross reference matrix list of how 
humanity MUST share all resources to achieve total social justice and equality required peace from 
now until the end of time. 

    Below is quote from Bill Pedro March 27 in answer to Q about Apostle Pauls imprisonment. Same 
Question a few ask  about Apostle Keith Duncan. Why was Keith persecuted as an Ordained baptist 
Deacon for 848 days, then another 5.5 weeks Oct 3, 2011 to Jan 28, 2014. Only by the intervention 
of GOD at the last moment, did a Dr. Williams confirm Keith was NOT a danger to society and told 
JUDGE Jackson, okay to release. After 2 other sub contractor doctor evaluations criminally tried to 
Force Medicate Keith to be COMPETENT for violation of a gun possession warrant that was clearly 
NEVER a violation since ROSE and Ms. Bashama had both ROBBED keith’s homes and paid off so 
many people in Atlanta, then NYC, then Norfolk VA, then Raleigh NC to be DEAD SILENT about any 
of the crimes committed by millions of others.  All solved with SoutionJudge.com and other ordained 
covenant commandments delivered by Keith and ratify confirmed by 7.777 billion people as the only 
way to eliminate all crime networks run by MONEY-Pyschosis criminals who violate basic human 
rights of compressed single new Constitution of SolutioNmanifesto.com 


Bill Pedro: “It is likely that after Paul's initial 2-year imprisonment in Rome he was freed and traveled 
to Spain as he had long desired. The Book of Acts comes to an end without discussing either of 
these subsequent occurrences. His preaching in Spain is attested to by his contemporary Clemens 
Romanus who tells us Paul traveled "to the extremity of the west." It may be that after his preaching 
tour of Spain and various journeys following in the eastern Mediterranean that he ultimately returned 
to Rome where he was arrested.

If indeed his last letters were to his disciple Timothy, his legal situation was less sanguine than the 
first when he was only under "house arrest" and allowed visitors with whom he shared the Gospel. 
Paul's letter of II Timothy suggests that he'd recently been at liberty in Troas and asked that some of 
his belongings be fetched for him. He tells Timothy of a trial when "At my first answer, no man stood 
with me, but all men forsook me." There seemed to be little chance of Paul’s release and he 
concluded "I am now ready to be offered, and the time of my departure is at hand. I have fought a 
good fight -- I have finished my course -- I have kept the faith. Henceforth there is laid up for me a 
crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, shall give me in that day, and not to 
me only, but unto all them also that love his appearing."

If one visits the Roman Forum today and enters the nearby Mamartine Prison, you'll find attached to 
the wall a list of famous prisoners of the past, among them Peter and Paul.”  ### end of quote from 
Bill Pedro.


Keith Duncan
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###########

DEC 30, 2019. Jose Rizal DEATH Day against the TYRANNY of the SPANISH.


PLEASE BOOK face to face meetings with TOP GROUPS and prefer DUTERTE, CONGRESS, SENATORS, 
TOP executives. EVERYONE knows SOMEONE who actually CARES, PROTECTS and serves OUR 
PEOPLE> THOSE are the KEY persons who BENEFIT from all our most simple step by step answers to 
eliminate the root PEOPLE who are SO SO SO GREEDY, they pirate everything they can touch. Prevented 
forever with JUSTICE one single database FOIA. ONE and other answers to create all COMMUNAL villages 
of 100% integrity persons of true merit. 

Dec 30 2019 BuiltByKeith.com UNiocracy.org is new world free will society. Go to top leaders. Now.   
Ask them to join and call keith and You.  To explain HOW to empower mankind to own and control 
everything.  Karl Marx had it right, his communist manifesto was perverted by Chinese and Russian 
same elites with same name family dynasties.  Until we take control of OUR BANK accounts and 
common stock Voting rights with ProfitShareHolders.SPAC e, nothing will result by finish of finaincl 
war world THREE.  Spying on others and cyber crime is #1 crime of all elite scammers.  Keith. At 
favor.church as James Austin talks about the hope of all hearts.  He complained to me 4 months  
ago as he refused to cover me. When I have covered him and world my entire life...  lines of 
communication broken by those who Ar so greedy they preach rather than teach as we have shown 
world..  

iCloud storage photos deleted for auto sync of notes and contacts.  Sad and true 


Scared to death is description of most of mankind. Scared to face reality of self impeding death by 
the few elite who have names faces, gps tracked locations, and use OUR God gifted internet to 
Duncan Yo YO cyber crime attack anyone around the world remotely.  Pay off anyone for the lowest 
level password and bsckdoor anyone is in 2 way communication. Black box intercept any IP and cell 
phone transmissions and hear, see, and blackmail murder any victim who poses a threat to their total 
control domination over mankind.  These are the repetition Re-Italian reptilian meat eating Egyptian 
Pharaohs who perform miracles to convince our people they are the only GODS of commerce.  They 
were engineers of genocide. They tunneled water from Nile down to the pyramids, opened up the 
solutionSafeWater.org pipe, and water flowed out of the top of the Ponzi scheme structure as they 
stated, bow down NOW, pay your respects or we call the SUN GOD RA to cook your meat on your 
flesh.  Laser space guns and rail gun projectiles are part of turnOffLights.space that uses technology 
existing to now explore interstellar space.  We even have old ways to refuel spacecraft over and over 
using spent fuel ice crystals left behind from previous convoy flights.  How come no one else has 
created trillions of real $$ benefits to mankind, THEY HAVE. Tulsa was cell phones wireless 
transmission of electromagnet energy, water burning engines are rumored to exist 25 years ago 
(HYDROGEN is a key). Even FORD keypad entry patent is a stupid monopoly on JUST Fords. Same 
as the intermittent wiper murders.  ROSE and very powerful named people want to MURDER YOU 
our inventors and scientists for they are threatened by ALL the most comprehensive solutions we 
publish.  TOO BAD for THEM.  For the brave hearts of our groups have a solution for them. 
SURRENDER and confess in writing and video who are your victims and how much assets you stole 
from our families. When eVote.one is used, the victims determine the punishment and restitution in 
our perfected checks,and balance system. After restitution made to,victims, 1% goes to 
crestorKeith.space as we are the worlds most powerful Solution Provider of 5steps found on 
SolutionPeace.com. Rest goes to,build communal shared resources determined by will of manhours 
of will of majority of our free will citizens of UNIocracy.org 

  Defined as a shared resource communal society, everyone benefits based on their contributions to 
protect all others.  Wealth accumulation is fine and acceptable. Those who are healthy and do not 
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contribute to benefit of others become the lowest caste of society and are given simple jobs to earn 
their daily bread and save place to sleep at night.  Accumulation of extreme wealth is automatically 
limited by evote of everyone based on their integrity rating of IID of FOIA.one central standard 
universal database.

 The more respected our wise person Professors, monks, pastors, scientists, researchers become, 
they more amenities they are offered with same shared resources of free food, hotel rooms, 
overnight as guests in our homes (most preferred as I have done with famous eyewitness news 
castle caster I stayed with sept 21-25, 2-11 Greenwich Connecticut who saw my public video that 
ROSE was extreme threat to my safety and our very own government and military.

  I am watching Netflix conspiracies video at Pedros home right now, his father is billionaire gambling 
hotel magnet mega mogul dynasty in Macau and manila.   Selling off intellectual and governs,not 
corporate secrets to,anyone is treason and espionage at the most extreme criminal,level deserving 
of death row.


ONLY they decide how much to tax us, how much to work us to death, how to scam us with 
insurance, lowest savings interest rates, no dividends on profits, highest rents, highest everything for 
they control the military, oil energy market, public education and FOR PAY private education, Nd the 
cost of everything is fixed for the most obvious reasons of all. Their profit markets margins become 
laws they make and pass. These are the law breakers who are elected to,be representative of the 
people.  A pastor who is governor board member told me 3 years ago, we must NEVER let the 
people decide how to manage their money. They have no clue as they will waste it on gambling, sex, 
drugs, guns, alcohol.  So HE stated, we are the only ones who decide the fate of our people.  Pure 
criminal arrogance as he is pastor of victory church in Tuguegerao City who makes huge profits in 
stores he runs inside his public church, all shielded from taxes.   I publish this also, as I Remain one 
call away from being trillionaire of your new world society UNIocracy.ORG. Why are you deadly 
scared of ROSE.  Is it because he paid you off also to be dead silent?  He does this all the time using 
MY MONEY and YOURS.  Kyle is same pirate boat along with rest of DUNCAN clan...


“Don't do anything from selfish ambition or from a cheap desire to boast, but be humble toward one 
another, always considering others better than yourselves. And look out for one another's interests, 
not just for your own. The attitude you should have is the one that Christ Jesus had: He always had 
the nature of God, but he did not think that by force he should try to remain equal with God. Instead 
of this, of his own free will he gave up all he had, and took the nature of a servant. He became like a 
human being and appeared in human likeness. He was humble and walked the path of obedience all 
the way to death— his death on the cross. For this reason God raised him to the highest place 
above and gave him the name that is greater than any other name.” Philippians 2:3-9 GNTD,  
Philippians 2:3-4 KJV

      Song who is the king of kings? At church of vineyard dec 29, 2019 with family Belgica , butch 
Jeremiah , eldest Greco who talk with duterte anytime.  The king of kings is now single ruling party of 
each congress and each president. In bed with court are executives who run the most crucial banks, 
stock market, industrial military complex capitalist driven made in ? For our profit.  

     All about how profit is pirate Taken from us the workers by single signatures on laws, contracts, 
secret deals, hidden general ledgers, and direct links with underground crime enterprises no one 
sees because no one looks, much less cares.  The fear of our people is multiplied by threats of 
corrupt authorities putting us in hell jail for our ordained work to save humanity from above king of 
kings.  Most of us object to the endless repeating of true reality. 

     Impossible AND Hard to HEAR and act on any truths as followup action always required to 
liberate man from the tyrannies of the true pirates of commerce transactions. Cybercrime simplified 
to single signatures are WMD destruction of self genocide since everything is complex and linked to 
each other by ordained original engineered design.
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Jeremiah speaks vRec 11:47, 3% battery so short world Bfast. Surely all,these certified ordained 
broadcast observations of reality will survive by deposit into world last database FOIA.one the 
universal stabilizer is keith alone for all reasons detailed to extreme.   Second speaker pink locks dot 
shirt is guest pastor. Speaks of God alpha and omega.  About to flip to MacBook. Will cross sync 
later. 


Everyone disappeared again.  Most in world wait for others to take action, always wait wait wAit.  
Trillions of manhours lost waiting in line for shopping, the bus, the paycheck,the bank cash out, the 
long lines at any government agency,  the weeks even months waiting for approval stacks of paper 
to get basic benefits or required sing-offs to run a business/. Huge time spent filing taxes, financial 
statements, handwritten general ledgers, faxing orders, calling followup on WHERE are my products, 
when will you pay us for the products and services we delivered.  


   What are the excuses ?  All because our world never went all digital electronic trading society 
when everyone knows who is who, who owns what, who trades what with who.  Direct barter 
exchange system is the only economic UNIocracy.org free will citizen trade system that eliminates 
need for any corporate executives and almost all Government officials including the need for almost 
any police and back ally MILITARY.  Just a few thousand billionaires are the corporate executives 
who are the bankers and computer stock market traders who pirate steal our data and invest crime 
proceeds to profit themselves. 

    Hire lawyers and accountants to hide the general ledger books and secret deals, pay themselves 
first trillions of $$ stock options, live 100% off our profits, the own the media, transport, energy, 
water, agri mega dynasties.  And say to our people. WORK HARDER, pay for college degree, pay 
more taxes, borrow more of your own money = profits, buy insurance, go shopping after you get 
paid.  


   The elite declare “You all deserve a better life.”  All the time whole time we descend as pre planned 
into the slave trading call centers, factories, OFW, street sweepers, garbage collectors, clerks at the 
malls and fast food stores,..  all to push power to the elite who are the pirates and criminal ruling 
elite.  Only end in sight is stock market desired CRASH. 

  Then the Elite insider computer trade sell out to cash high, buy back in at low. Pirating our assets = 
profits again and again. Some elite most stupid Idiot leader declares martial law, phones shut down, 
banks close. Then all Stock markets suspended, travel eliminated.  Mass riots occur. Military and 
terrorists shoot down anyone on the street protesting,  news media makes billions in ad revenue as 
stores owned by the elite sell off survival food water, and even ration electricity.  All to depopulate 
Gods earth for true demonic reasons...


The elite WANT this to depopulate the earth just like the Egyptian Pharaohs 5000 years ago, same 
for Roman emporia rulers Julius chaser Caesar family.  Then the supreme Pontiffs of POPES take 
over using religion to brain cult wash our people to PRAY TO GOD, he will finally save us.  Year 1493 
was Martin Luther, invention of printing press for bible reading and propaganda media education.  
Dark ages are here again.  Only a few know the true reality of WHO is WHO, who owns what, who 
trades what with WHO.  


   FOIA .one solves and prevents all economic warfare at one time,  only by public ID of criminals 
violating laws will humanity empower ourselves to be rulers of our own current reality and deciders 
of our own human condition destiny.  Keith’s manifesto is SolutionManifesto.com UNIocracy.org 
solutionMilitary.com solutionHousing.org focus on WorldSchoolFund.com.  Everything in life is 
connected.  One problem solved solves and prevents the next Cascading solution,    SHARED 
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RESOURCES COMMUNAL LIVING is the only answer shown on world chain news king block 
breaking builtbykeith.com/clearHouse.   Support is required so criminals will not destroy these final 
broadcast answers.  Keith in manila. On Skype builtbykeith2. Email solutionPeace2020@gmail.com 
as just ProfitShareHolders.SPACE overthrows all criminals at one time at bankers and stock market 
holder levels. 


The entire economic system is about to collapse,  happens over and over during course of humanity. 
Race to acquire wealth and control is by the few family dynasties who control the laws, judges, bank 
accounts, common stock options, and the general ledger books,  a few powerful corporate 
executives are the current pirates and criminal terrorists who pay themselves with our profits, hire 
lawyers to prevent any investigations, and return just enough 10 % of our lifetime profits to us to 
keep us silent,  


  No one but alien Keith and his teams know what to do since no one unites the voices of we the 
people to teach simple methods of WE THE PEOPLE work, own, and control everything using 
justified UNIocracy.org shared resources communal free will citizens market of direct producers 
barter trade with our consumers and vice versus,  eliminating almost all the brokers means no taxes, 
no regulations, to tariffs, no overseas shipping industry,  no price fixing and related customs 
brokerage services.  The more brokers involved, the broker we descend into slave traded poverty.  


    The use of OUR young men of military to wage $$ war on others by a few stupid crazy presidents 
and a few in congress are the last levels of pirate crimes.  For the wealth always ends up 
somewhere.  The money and production of goods and services never disappears into thin air.  It 
ends up in Swiss bank account vaults, in SM/Ayala,/Robinson condos and malls.  Almost all banks 
and real estate enterprises owned by the same people who are the politicians. They earn about 50 to 
$125,000 usd per year .  

      They go in very wealthy, earn lunch money of maybe $100,000/year, and come out billionaires. 
The barangay captains earn about 23,000P per month,  I met Susan on Saturday, b captain near 
Santa Cruz,  lives in 1,5 meter by 3 meter room with everything she owns,  has a big screen tv 
having over her head bed.  With our system, anyone can earn and be a millionaire with no money 
needed to be elected.  Each person paid as a highly paid consultant advisor.  No appointed officials 
at any levels including all the judges. Many are corrupt and violate basic human right laws since no 
one can sue a lawyer or judge, can they?  Solved forever with solutionJudge .com that is also part of 
the new world economic system SolutionManifesto. Com  share this with everyone, as I am 100% 
victim of criminals in USA , just like millions of others described above.  Keith at globe 09173353300


‘“As I urged you when I went into Macedonia, stay there in Ephesus so that you may command 
certain people not to teach false doctrines any longer or to devote themselves to myths and endless 
genealogies. Such things promote controversial speculations rather than advancing God’s work—
which is by faith. The goal of this command is love, which comes from a pure heart and a good 
conscience and a sincere faith.”  1 Timothy 1:3-5 NIV


Philippines will not give out citizenship to foreigners.  Long story about Immigration  preventing 
migration of legally registered persons of integrity. Cause by political corruption of individuals 
who,profit ever single step of transfer of our assets to their accounts.  Money lands somewhere.  It 
never disappears into thin air.  Terrorists print more bull fiat cash notes, not even Counterfeit, but the 
real currency from world bank and federal reserve system, all privately run secret record 
corporations.  The tourniquet around the neck of our people is used by bankers to use our deposits 
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for their own stock market exploits.  Borrow from their victims, do,the market buy sell,out, return 
most of the principal and no one sees the difference of Trillions of $$ usd going one way.

  James speaks psalm 33:20-22. Then. “Therefore, remember that formerly you who are Gentiles by 
birth and called “uncircumcised” by those who call themselves “the circumcision” (which is done in 
the body by human hands)—”

Ephesian 2:11-13   https://www.bible.com required cross reference.

The hope of all,hearts.  Claims he is not a doomsday prophet.  K: we do NOT need hope and faith, 
we must have ACTION of followup this entire time.  Until our people rise up, our world is doomed to 
self genocide.  Thinking JESUS is going to return to bring HOPE and salvation is a misnomer mis 
statement,  why would you.  I,have been accused of claiming I was Jesus , even 😉 ♋ ☣  by Noel 
nobles, a user loser scam con artist man who served time in jail. Claimed he was on vacation.  

  Odd I went to jail 4 jail, never prison 4times,  or 900 days and no one cares it was because of ROSE 
and those who robbed me physically of my own assets, then testified I was threatening them 
because I gave ALL evicted evidence to lawyers, police, IRS, AG, military, congress presidents in all 
orders.  

  Claims we all need help.  Putting your faith in just JESUS only is a false teaching.  For above 
reasons.  Psalm 33:20-22. In him our hearts rejoice.  I have had many messages and conversations 
with God, Christ, Holy Spirit and humanity my entire nerd led life.  Super Nerd.  Longer story.  
Romans 15:1?    Speaks on death of his 9 week wife.  Had visit from God.  Yet even james has 
hypocrite tendencies just like Rest of humanity, even myself sometimes.  Thinking no person of 
integrity can be found is common thought of most.  Few trust anyone else.  Reinforced by Joel ole 
stein and so many pastors, I have to ask WHY HAS james not asked his very own congregation to 
pay for new worship center.  The are top celebrities here in Manila.

   Hebrews 6:18-19. Odd that I am only person in almost any audience live blogging and recording 
almost everything of true merit. Inner sanctuary....  why did only one priest be allowed to visit GODs 
presence once a year in the old king Solomon temple.  Odd.  Asks who likes boats.  Only 3 of us 
raise our hands. I am a master pilot captain sailor.  

    Anchor is how to prevent drifting.  I retrieved my famous uncles anchor on scuba year 1978.  
Would have been cheaper to buy a new one. Sad that james and most others have not invited me to 
preach teach for past over 20, actually 43, 61 years. So I did anyway.  

  By your faith, you can heal yourself.  Self salvation is also the prime answer.  Ability for someone 
😚 🔗  to voice heal another is a misnomer fallacy.  Longer stop in how to heal our bodies by 
eliminating basic worry, st📃 rests stress arres🗑 ts. 

   Romans 5:4-5. Then. “But God demonstrates his own love for us in this: While we were still 
sinners, Christ died for us.” Romans 5:8 NIV

So many preachers quote scripture out of context.  Justifying their position. Few tell the real story of 
corrupt individuals for fear of being killed and elimination.  New client said same thing. I am afraid of 
holding billionaires accountable for their crimes.  I answer no.  It is their crimes not mine.  I remain 
neutral passing judgment on others. The pass judgment on them selves for refusing to surrender 
their crime assets and contacting their victims to,ask for direct forgiveness.  ROSE has never signed 
anything but the ordinal original promissory notes as he claimed this was a capital investment he 
owned.  Same as rest of most billionaires and many millionaires.   

They now all work for US, or our DEATHS are 
the end result. 
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#########

NEXT world broadcast is post Christmas day, LAST was carefully numbered #1133.


December 26, 2019 is another historical legacy heritage day required of mankind to actually 
ACHIEVE total world global peace as their is NO other way to eliminate all criminal networks except 
with our most exclusive group methods.


Saddest fact in history is WHAT was destroyed and stolen, even sold off to world terrorists. That was 
these SAME methods our world must use on my computers, emails, hard disks, CD-ROMS, letters, and 
direct delivery TO international news media from 2005 forward.

Psychosis: Defined as: “a severe mental disorder in which thought and emotions 
are so impaired that contact is lost with external reality”

Money Psychosis is the top emotional Disease of all time. Read forward as our lives 
are mutually threatened by those whose only greed is ‘ MORE money to be made: 1. 
In the Market, 2. If I steal others assets.   1 and 2 are most often the same....

   I hide nothing and have ZERO secret conversations with anyone. Please call LINO DIAMENTE from GTPSI-
ManilaChapter.ORG as he is late. ignore above if you want. Does not really matter, after 11.11 years of extreme 
crimes, few if anyone cares about anything I do or say. You on the other hand, have provided me safe haven for 
1 year. I will ask for your payment today as usual. As soon as I earn enough, I will move ??, not sure, depends 
on WHO we engage as expecting GOD or JESUS to 'save the day' is not a realistic expectation despite all the 
deep prayers we have made for decades. c u soon.

Grand Lobby 7am. Left my cell phone home. great words of encouragement from myself. Our world is indeed 
full of 'BULLSHITTERS' in polite terms. The single word is Psychosis. DEFINE: "a severe mental disorder in 
which thought and emotions are so impaired that contact is lost with external reality." These are those addicted 
to greed of money and related dominance control over all others. Many times I have asked very wealthy persons 
if they controlled 90% of the worlds wealth, would it be enough. A few respond, why no, There is always more 
money to be made in the market'. 
    The one ProfitShareHolders.Space broadcast website is HOW to eliminate all computer traders, insider 
traders, corporate executives who use OUR assets to criminally profiteer as pirates of the open seas. For 
Maritime law from centuries ago say, 
       IF you possess it, you must own it in simple layman terms. It also states that all is fair on the open seas 
(market), who ever yields the biggest guns and ships rules over everyone else. For PIRATES are part of the 
simple word CONSPiracy. CONS are the ability to Con someone into trusting another. This includes even 
asking for money on the street. 
    The stories I have heard from the street people and homeless people in Atlanta GA are so realistic, most 
people would break down and cry and give them their wallet. Because the prolific emotional disorder of 
Psychosis is the root of almost all other disorders such as BiPolar, Schizophrenic, and even all phosphor phobia 
(fear of something), the root cause of all these emotional disorders is indeed worry and stress that cause FEAR.
     Our brains are wired as survival of the strongest. Now it is overtaken by the survival of the smartest. Most 
people learn to be YES people. Always agreeing to the other to gain their trust and approval. Few say NO since 
that ends the conversation. CON artists at all levels use language of GET RICH QUICK, just use our methods 
and you can be US, driving around Rolls Royces, free vacations, a life style of the non-working rich. The use of 
mobile apps is making this worst. One of the big MLM groups is LYCONET.com. 
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      They even entice their first time audience to load their mobile app and engage in a contest to link our 
CONTACT list in our cell phones directly into their DATABASE on the cloud. This is just what Facebook and 
other groups do. STEALING our contact lists, emails, private data for future use of WHO knows WHO.  I 
publish this also. Just wanted YOU, my most beloved people to see this 100% truth.

The Weapons of Mass Destruction WMB are the ability for anyone to use our private data and actions to 
commit crimes against ourselves and multitudes of others.  Named Bankers and Stock Market Executives 
control our world economy by using OUR bank deposits, Intellectual Property, and Common Stock certificate 
traded values to be billionaires on OUR work efforts.  Shared Resources is seldom stated. In fact the term of 
SHARE your resources is typically ONE WAY by those who conduct CON Conspiracies to enslave our people. 
  Anyone can see that Manila is the most densely populated city in the entire world. I was shocked as I have 
lived here full time for 4 years. The link of mega slum poverty is Money Psychosis of centuries of family 
dynasties such as JP Morgan, Carnegie Mellon, Rothshilds, JP Getty, Rockerfellers, and other families including 
the ROLLINS Family of Atlanta GA to use all the corporate assets for their own benefits. The corporate jets, 
yachts, homes, retreat centers, business and family trips are paid for with OUR stock dividends and written off 
the general ledger books as company expenses that are not taxable at corporate, much less personal income tax 
levels.   For most billionaires personally own NOTHING. If they did, they would have to pay huge income 
taxes on their earnings each time distribution was made. After working for some 40 years as corporate 
executives, they just cash out a few stock options to pay for basic retirement expenses.

The link of corporate executives to underground crime networks is so clear when world uses our 
FOIA.ONE system to identify Who is WHO, Who owns What, Who trades WHAT with WHO. Once a criminal 
is found guilty in less than 2 weeks each time, the other criminals cry out. I AM NEXT if public found 
TheFinalTerrorist.com ROSE, then I must be next.  Surrendering will be so prolific, it will keep our young 
lawyers so busy doing the accounting required to show who are the victims and who gets the payouts of 
restitution required by existing laws. 

At 2:30pm today I personally broadcast published SolutionJudge.com that puts ANY accuser on trial along with 
their accused.  This alone prevents all corrupt Judges, Prosecutors, lawyers, even graft paid off jury from 
violating existing laws and the new super compressed SolutionManifesto.com all to Achieve Total world Peace 
by everyone sharing their GOD gifted resources.

Saddest fact in history is WHAT was destroyed and stolen, even sold off to world terrorists. That was 
these SAME methods our world must use on my computers, emails, hard disks, CD-ROMS, letters, and 
direct delivery TO international news media from 2005 forward. 

At 8:37pm back at ShangriLI hotel Glorettia 2 area next to famous Microsoft Country office who also 
REFUSES for now 3 years to contact Bill Gates and their top scientists and researchers to use what I 
have personally produced to save our world by empowering mankind to control and own everything.


I remain beyond electrically shocked and stunned as even Imee Marcos, daughter of Ferdinande 
Marcos today announced as Senator she issues bill for Death Penalty for plundering the taxpayer 
assets, and other crimes against humanity. That is ODD for I video recorded Bong Bong Marcos 2 
years ago (still have that video) saying ‘when Philippine government offers in legal agreement to NOT 
put us in jail, then we return the assets our father stole.” Reports are that Imelda (wife) said on 
national news that some 7,000 Metric tons of gold were stored in their basement long ago on claims 
to keep it safe from looters’.  LOOTERS are the Pirates including the ROSE in the Caribbeans, site of 
some of the greatest thefts in mankind, so close to offshore Miami. 

  Funny T-SHIRT just now, the wife hair covers the UNTIL, rest says ‘DEATH DO US PART’.  These 
are the the of messages that GOD sends me if I pay close attention to details. For I remain the #1 
observer of humanity and are resident expert on human relationship Re-Management. Just gave a 
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young couple dating for 1 year key one way advice. MEET the guys parents, at least call them up 
and say HELLO.  Google ReManadate including on youtube.com and see a famous 7 part series on 
HOW to Remanage a Date in marvelous ways to ensure you bait, hook, and land a real winner rather 
than one you must throw away for being undersized requirements or overfed arrogant Fool.  Hard to 
tell sometimes as the best con artists are usually men, or black widow devils like Ms. Bashama who 
remains at large maybe in Michigan because NO ONE CARES about the $40,000 USD she Robbed 
me of, and all her evidence and copies of ROSEs evidence I am assured on Feb 4, 2011.

 Odd I was in Florida for 3 days broadcasting how anyone can duplicate the original design of the 
UNIVERSAL STABLIZER iseestand phone cradle that is now the worlds SAME to stabilize all of 
mankind at levels of the required economy.


#####

 Dec 17, 2019 Supplemental of most critical importance repeating events from Sept 25, 2011 
forward.


OPTIONAL to READ: still critical: starting with Robert Dee Rose who is TheFinalTerrorist.com. Keith 
offered to USA Military Sept 2011 to escort them to FBI AG NSA CIA and Interpol to seize ROSE. 
Since Keith's most valuable 35 years of anti crime technology, software/hardware genius designs of 
CreatorKeith.SPACE and his extensive databases have been used by ROSE + terrorists since 
before Aug 2010 to infiltrate thousand of governments and corporations. We have been calling for 
USA Congressional Investigations for years and have yet to have simple call back from anyone at 
any level. The most profitable Class Action Lawsuit Miscarriage of Justice is Norfolk VA 
4:11cr112 that indicts even DOJ fired AG Sally Q Yates and many more very powerful Atlanta, 
Norfolk, Raleigh, Washington DC DOJ and Gov officials including mass medical malpractice suits 
against the most incompetent Doctors sub hired by DOJ.

## end of OPTIONAL translation.


 All the result of denial of ALL civil rights that are truly simplified and addressed by 
SolutionManifesto.com that is the original universal 11 commandments and single Human 
International Bill of Rights named HIBOR. No ones rights can ever be abused or denied again. 

     All these most comprehensive URL linked solution set answers are provided by the R&D 
scientists led by Keith Duncan as anyone can book his teams be PAID with either Common Stock or 
the most valuable commodity in our world of Intellectual Property.  Reference client3635.wix.com/
BidOnKeith as he has asked for safe haven refugee protection from the worst cyber criminals and 
Gov officials who have relentless persecuted him and thousands of others to prevent this 
monumental Press Conference Action from occurring. Most of these were ready for world leader 
distribution back in summer of 2010. Our Governments and world leaders owe him the ultimate debt 
of gratitude by providing him and his crusaders safe passage to the next places of greatest needs. 
This is to full fill the promises of our fore founders to UNIFY and REFORM all humanity.  Please join 
us in this most peaceful replacement of existing corrupt systems by supporting and direct funding 
Keiths Next sponsored events.  Call/Fly us to your greatest places of needs before mass RIOTS 
erupt.  

    This broadcast is updated Oct 16, 2019 as even Trump, Duterte, Putin, and USA ambassador 
Sung Kim will be madder than HELL that corruption has been legalized decades ago and NO ONE in 
their very own DOJ, DOD, Interpol, AFP, PNP, Senate, Congress, or other agencies has ever lifted a 
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single finger to contact our top Presidents, Gov officials, and corporate executives.  Our other Angel 
Philanthropists have also been asked to contact Keith and his crusaders and provide the required 
resources of their R&D scientists to complete this most amazing and powerful ministries of ACTION 
to create our last Crime Free Society to stabilize all world economies and empower humanity to 
conquer the last frontier of outer space.  Reposting of this World Broadcast to top News Media and 
over viral social media will also obtain the proper final Action Results." 

##### DEC 8, 2019 is exactly one day after DAY OF INFAMY that still exists because of the HUMAN 
CONDITION.

 ### WORLD Re-Broadcast is Jan 20, 2020 achieves TOTAL world Global SolutionPeace.com.  

     All to PREVENT holocaust of WW4 as WW3 is the Criminal conspiracies by filthy rich billionaires and 
hidden Criminals who act like Egyptian GOD false prophet Pharaohs. They all have NAMES and violate laws 
and claim ‘WE had no clue, must have been the accountant or cyber crime terrorist who cooked our books and 
stole YOUR intellectual PROPERTY and answers to HOW to save humanity from self-genocide."  

    FREE PRESS is a true misnomer black/Red Flag as FAKE news drives advertising revenue that is the 
OTHER true cause of WHY 85% of my people live in ABJECT near homeless poverty. Our street kids beg and 
steal just to survive another night of predators who want to rape and kill our young.  WorldSchoolFund.com 
protects all young and youth so THEY become the world leaders. This alone would have occurred +20 years 
ago. PRIVATE school universities would have been ALL PUBLIC but a few see education as the ONLY way to 
prolong the Family crime dynasties for few while others PAY their way as SLAVES. Now our top engineers and 
Scientists become OUR new world UNIocracy.ORG world leaders by THROWING out the most corrupt with 
use of eVOTE.ONE FOIA.ONE. 
       World Human Rights Billionaire Keith Duncan + Gloria are working basic business contracts to pay basic 
bills for past 5 years. A true crime conspiracies take place worldwide since VERY FEW PEOPLE care about 
anyone else. This is the Human Condition of Predatory Greed that is Crimes against Humanity and GENOCIDE 
that occurs hourly worldwide. Everything we have published done is to STABILIZE all world economies. 
Would have occurred some 8 years ago except for ONE super criminal Robert Dee ROSE did not want prison or 
Death Row. Still valid on WHY at least 75 USA GOV individuals GO to PRISON after trial and WHY top USA 
gov officials always owe me protection and security so I can truly DEBRIEF Military, Presidents, DOD, DOJ, 
even DARPA, CIA, NSA, HLS, list is endless on WHY major PRESS CONFERENCES MUST occur now. I 
was cyber attacked by ROSE Summer of 2009 to Jan 2014 because of WHAT I deliver gifted to humanity. This 
is worlds last open public society free of all crime since only by identifying the TOP criminal networks can 
social justice and equality be achieved worldwide.  
 
With SolutionManifesto.com and UNIocracy.org as the FINAL solution, no one can ever abuse or deny the 
rights of others ever again. SO few see the GODs eye view of micro economics as we are the few Scientists 
who see the cause and effect of the HUMAN CONDITION of base PRIMAL predatory GREED of Wealth and 
power domination.  Keith clearly represents the  human rights of world, since no one else has ever engineer 
designed deployed the simple solutions of 100% direct democracy EVOTE.one that truly saves our world from 
the FEW ELITE most know as New World Order (one government one religion, one false Prophet who is really 
a demonic Egyptian Pharaoh.  
  Indeed I publish and research everything since that is Artificial Intelligence store and forward technology for 
all world to USE and benefit.  
 
To RSConceptsINC.com Corporate Executives re Conversations with Maria Carmina O. Torres, and Javen 
Michale B. Naing. 09209748221 09209748177  Mcristina.Flores@RSconceptsINC.com. 
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JMichael.naing@rsconceptsINC.com  
 
Dec 8, 2019.  Our top Website WorldSchoolFund.com and TeenMM.com linked is HOW to transfer trillions of 
real $$ directly into Philippine economy ONE-WAY bu the foreign SPENDER dual citizen Expats who contract 
to spend 30% of their + $1 Million USD homes and small business to BUILD schools, hospitals, roads, energy, 
water, agriculture centers, and community center church combinations.  This has never been done before as  
SOLUTIONPEACE.COM is the worlds last answer solution to command our World Presidents actually 
AGREE to achieve world lasting sustainable peace.  
 
We are the ‘hidden’ billionaires who have research and published the most comprehensive solution set on how 
to restore the entire economy BACK to our 7.77 billion people. The result of 43 years of the most extensive 
R&D efforts at almost all disciplines of expertise.  Your marketing exposure product service line is extensive 
and apparently very popular at airports and major malls where people shop and spend.  
  Our top advocacy will Create HUGE peaceful disruptive required turmoil by eliminating all massively corrupt 
corporate executives in USA, some EUROPE, and a few in Asia nations. Appears to be very few in Africa and 
Nordic nations. Only a few thousand extremely rich billionaires and underground criminals control the data and 
cash flow profits of Banks, real Estate, shopping malls, online distribution, and of course the STOCK market 
prices.  
 
This is all positively stated and naturally ECO neutral using Power of FREE PRESS that is indeed another 
LONG complex process of news media controlling economy through false advertising and profiting from 
disasters at all levels  
  Contact us as soon as feasible for a face to face discussion on how our simplified to complex technology 
methodology is the prime and often ONLY way to restore direct democracy to all 7.77 billion of our people.  
We have already amassed a huge database of very powerful persons to help us. Yet most claim ‘ACT of 
CONGRESS’ required to get anything done.  This is the side cult driven mentality most call ‘CRAB thinking’ of 
going sideways rather than dealing with issues directly.  
Prevention is our key motive of restoring direct democracy to world with  
 

EVOTE.ONE and FOIA.ONE. 
 
Please call us for face to face on how we can all achieve mass marketing success as free market trade barter 
exchange using  ProfitShareHolders.SPACE 
 
Kindest regards, R&D Professor Keith Duncan. builtByKeith.com

####


   The Worlds most Powerful Broadcast of R&D methodology in Humanity = God's 
Purpose is here. Everyone benefits. These methods would have been our worlds new 
unify solutions back in 2005-2011 era except criminals were cyber stalking our groups 
and subsequently murdering and persecuting so many of us we were disbanded and 
isolated up to this moment. These crimes against humanity have never been resolved 
or even investigated by our DOD DOJ CIA NSA Interpol systems. Therefore we have 
modeled to world a new bypass replacement Stock Market, Bank, Financial, Law 
Enforcement, Military, and Judicial system to use our best Integrity focused Scientists 
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and other prime disciplines to showcase with broadcasts how humanity MUST 
address the transfer of wealth back to our people using these simplified methods 
starting with ProfitShareHolders.space. This includes addressing the greed issues and 
exposure of ALL criminals who refuse to surrender. With Majority direct democracy 
eVote, anyone in world can be isolated or put into prison based only on their own 
crime evidence in. 

  These reality Crimes Against Humanity MUST be resolved and prevented by our 
people since most DOJ + gov agencies were infiltrated by crime networks decades 
ago and actively PREVENT any terrorist crime investigations and seizures because 
quite a few of the criminals are at top of Government and Corporate levels who want 
our people enslaved and even dead.  Therefore we collectively replace and bypass all 
forms of corrupt law enforcement judicial systems by inviting key ethical persons to 
join SolutionPeace.com and provide the required resources to call on All World 
Leaders to obtain Global World Peace or be shunned and even put in Prison for their 
failures to serve and protect mankind. We are the most humble wealthy Venture Angel 
Philanthropists who have called for Congressional Investigations and direct call

    Illegal detention of anyone is a crime based on no accuser appears in front of the 
accused with irrefutable irrevocable conclusive evidence shown in FOIA.ONE.  The 
rights of a victim will be protected and upheld as a priority over any false accuser. 
Victims can always counter sue an accuser without violating any other law.  Isolation 
of people and preventing them from their right to speak publicly is a crime. Denial of a 
persons civil rights is a crime. Knowing a crime and refusing to notify law officials is 
aiding and abetting conspiracy coverups. This has all happened to Keith himself and 
millions of our fellow common whistle blower citizens. We lost over $500 Million USD 
profits and billions of real $$USD Intellectual Property that are these website R&D 
broadcasts to humanity....

  If auto-convicted criminal (by the people) refuses to pay back restitution and ask for 
forgiveness, they stay in prison forever. By eVOTE system, they applies to anyone 
including millionaires and Billionaires. as it is always their crimes that indict convict 
them. No longer can liar lawyers/Judges/others prevent justice from being served as 
SolutionJudge.com puts anyone on stand of testimony without ability to Plead the 5th.

    Most critical is for USA Military, Interpol, CIA, HLS, Presidents, other Angel 
Philanthropists to dispatch protection to put our Crusaders in safe house while ROSE 
and other terrorists are seized with our (c)(tm) patented methods as we + they ALL get 
paid back for service to humanity. For ROSE #1 crime is infiltration of databases and 
extorting our top DOJ and even military officials to commit crimes against humanity. 
All world can see he has a $10 Million USD (need more?) bounty reward on his head 
DEAD or ALIVE. 

    All legally granted and authorized as ROSE + thousands of others are the most 
dangerous Enemy of all Nations. We have reverse cyber tracked him for years as soon 
as he committed any crime, we reported him to Lawyers, Police, then IRS, FBI, AG, 
USMarshals, Press, Public, + Military. Therefore he CONVICTS himself for refusing to 
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surrender was we have published ALL his contacts and crime network this entire time. 
This is always responsibility of CIA, Interpol, and Military to protect keiths R&D top 
scientists as we already legally claimed all assets seized using our famous (c)(tm) 
patented replacement bypass new world perfected system that true reality solve every 
single major world issue. There has never been anyone protecting 1st of our rights 
means NO one protects your rights either = World Demise at any moment.

   We require and request NO ONE riot or mass protest rallies as that just allows 
terrorists and even political criminals to kill off protestors and hide, or claim others 
made them do it.  This happens so often.  Piggybacking violence on crowds to create 
chaos. and Panic then used to easy depopulate any nation with nuclear, poison gas/
water, DNA modified food, or even just unleashing the last Subsonic Dark Age 
modified plaque. Prevented forever once all 'unsaved' criminals are auto ID'ed, seized 
and put in Hell Jail where they belong. All who join are new world society receive 1% 
of all crime assets seized with CreatorKeith.space 75,000 Common shares of stock 
modeled after Warren Buffet who must be contacted to come find us as we did ask 
back in 2010 summer through Chris Morris CMAFinancial.com "Marlin' and his Netjet 
Pilot in Atlanta GA and have been broadcasting continuously since most famous 
kidnapping Oct 3, 2011 of all time ordered by Terrorist ROSE.

  Soon we will model announce how to replace ALL common stock known to man with 
a SINGLE stock that truly has intrinsic value based on each corporations true benefits 
and value to open free trade barter exchange markets.  No longer will currency 
FOREX exchange bankers profit on any transaction of OUR deposits and transfers.  
The World Bank will now be Owned by humanity. 


Nov 24, 2019 Add on to all. 

Years 2019 - 25 years is year 1994 in Birmingham. The cornerstone of Riverside methodist Church is 
example of the the Acts 4:11 ‘Jesus is the stone you builders rejected, which has become the 
cornerstone’. 


With advent of speech to text, our entire world now interprets the truth from any dialect to any other 
translated dialogue. God and Humanity are both glorified at the same time is John 10:30 ‘the Father 
and I are one’. Nothing is left out of context as many of our top religious leaders quote scripture after 
passage and often pervert the original intended teaching solution by ignoring the pre events, reality, 
and after effects of the original issue.  By changing the cause of the issue and related problems, 
prevention of downline cascading crimes occurs. The cost savings are enormous as everyone knows 
that designing perfected solutions starts with open lines of communication between those whose 
tasks is to engineer refined self correcting systems of artificial intelligence known as singularity.  The 
acceptance of universal accepted stabilizing solution methodology is the true answer for achieving 
sustainable world global peace. 
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